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1. Introduction. B. Huppert [14] has classified all finite solvable doubly transi-

tive permutation groups. It is possible to generalize Huppert's theorem to the class

of two-dimensional solvable flag-transitive affine groups [8]. However, a more

natural generalization is the class of permutation groups of low rank. Let G be a

finite transitive permutation group of degree n on a set S, and let GQ be the sub-

group of G fixing a point 0 in S. Define r(G), the rank of G, to be the number of

orbits of <70 in S (including the orbit {0}) (cf. [11], [12]). Thus, Huppert's theorem is

concerned with groups of rank 2.

In this paper, we consider the finite solvable primitive permutation groups of

rank > 2 (the primitivity of G assures that G0 is a linear group). Using techniques

similar to Huppert's, it is possible to classify the maximal solvable primitive per-

mutation groups of rank 3, and to restrict the possibilities for rank 4 groups to a

small set. Moreover, certain results for groups of rank less than 10 and 20 are

possible. On the basis of these results, it would be relatively easy, but tedious, to

determine all the groups of rank 3 (or 4) by examining the subgroups of the maximal

groups of rank =3 (or ^4).

Moreover, these techniques when applied to rank 2 groups produce a new

proof of Huppert's theorem, as follows(2).

The standard analysis of the class of solvable linear groups [5], [13], [17] divides

this class roughly into 3 subclasses, 9Í, 33, and 2. 9Í consists of collineation groups

of affine lines; 33 consists of the remaining groups which are vector space primitive,

and 2 of those which are imprimitive. If He 33, then H has a minimal normal

nonabelian subgroup N which is a g-group (in fact, N is usually an extra-special

q-group), for some prime q, such that \NjZ(N)\ =q2m, for some m. 33 can be sub-

divided into two subclasses 33, and 33B according as H contains, or does not

contain, respectively, such an N which is irreducible.

Huppert's theorem states that if G is a solvable doubly transitive permutation

group, then C70 £ % with the exception of 13 groups which are in 33 (for an analysis

of the doubly transitive groups of 91, see [9, Theorem 15.3]). To prove Huppert's
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theorem, let G0 e S3. Then the stabilizers Nx in N of points x^O in S are abelian

subgroups of N. Since N is normal in G0, 2 points x and y lie in the same orbit

under Co only if Nx and Ny are conjugate in G0. Hence the number of noniso-

morphic stabilizers in N yields a lower bound for r(G). When this bound is applied

to Huppert's theorem, it eliminates all the possibilities in 23 except those cases in

which doubly transitive groups actually occur (see (3.13) and (3.15)). This proof

seems preferable to the proof of Huppert's theorem in [8, Theorem 2.3], which de-

pends on a number-theoretic lemma of Artin-Birkhoff-Vandiver, in that the

present proof depends only on the permutation properties of G.

Now let G be a maximal solvable primitive permutation group of degree « on a

set S. Then G0 is a semilinear group on a vector space V over a field GF(p").

1.1 Theorem. Let r(G) = 3. Let (a, b) be the lengths of the nontrivial orbits ofG0.

Then G satisfies one of the following conditions.

1. Ge2l;

2. G g S3,, and one of the following cases applies.

(a) q™ = 3,pk = 4, n = 43, \G\ = 43(24-34), and (a, b) = (27, 36);

(b) qm = 2, n=p2k, \G\ =p2k(24k(pk- \)),for pk and (a, b) as follows.

32 13 17 19 33 29 31 47

{a, b) (32,48)  (72,96)  (96,192)  (144,216)  (104,624)  (168,672)  (240,720)  (1104,1104)

(c) qm = 4,pk = 3, n = 3\ |G| = 34(28-32), and (a, b) = (32, 48);

(d) qm = 4, pk = 1, n = 74, | G | = 74(27 • 3 • 5), and (a, b) = (480, 1920).

3. Gg£; then there exists a decomposition V=V1® V2 of V into minimal

imprimitivity subspaces for G0, and G0\ Vx is transitive on the nonzero elements of V{

(/= 1, 2) (hence G0\ Vt is determined by Huppert's theorem). Moreover, the nontrivial

orbits ofG0 are V1 u K2-{0} and V-(V1^J V2).

Remark. All the cases in part 2 exist. The two cases with n = 3A in 2(b) and 2(c)

are distinct, from the structure of N and A.

The groups of part 2 are all maximal solvable groups. Certain of these groups

contain proper rank 3 subgroups (e.g., the group G in 2(c), for w = 34, contains

rank 3 subgroups which are in the class 23B; see Proposition 9.10).

Moreover, there exist two cases in which exceptional doubly transitive groups

have proper rank 3 subgroups (this information can be derived from [9, p. 457,

Table II]). These cases are as follows (for G a maximal rank 3 group):

2(b'). G e 23„ qm = 2, n=p2k, where either

(i) pk = l, |G|=72(23-32), and (a, b) = (24, 24); or

(ii) pk = 23, |G|=232(23-311), and (a, F) = (264, 264).

1.2 Theorem. r(G) ^ 5 except possibly in the following cases :
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1. G £91;

2. G e 33, and one of the following cases applies.

(a) qm = 3, pk — 4 or 1, and n =p3k ;

(b) qm = 2,pk-il\, andn=p2k;

(c) qm — A,pk = 3, 5, or 1, and n=pik.

3. G e 33Ä and one of the following cases applies.

(a) qm = 2, pkikl, and n=pik;

(b) qm = 2,pk = 3,andn = 36;

(c) qm = 2,pk = 3,andn = 310.

4. G e Ü, there exists an imprimitivity decomposition K=2i=i © Vtfor r = 2 or 3,

and G0\ Vt is transitive on Vt — {0},for 1 ̂ i^r.

Moreover, if r(G)< 10 or if r(G)< 20, then certain results are possible if G0 e 33;

u £ (see (2.5) and (5.1); also (6.34), (8.1), (8.5), and (8.7)). It is clear from §9 how

these results could be extended to 33 B.

Proof of Theorem 1.1. 2(a) from Theorem 6.34, Corollary 6.35, and Proposition

4.6 ; 2(b) from Corollary 8.2 ; 2(c) and 2(d) from Corollary 8.6 (also see Theorem 5.1);

and (3) from Proposition 2.5. For the class 33B, see Proposition 9.10. Theorem 1.1

has been obtained recently independently by Larry Dornhoff, using work of D. S.

Passman (ibid). Related papers of Professor Dornhoff include: On imprimitive

solvable rank 3 permutation groups, and The rank of primitive solvable permutation

groups, (to appear).

Proof of Theorem 1.2. Property 2 from Theorem 5.1, 3 from Proposition 9.10,

and 4 from Proposition 2.5.

§§2 and 3 below contain the standard analysis of solvable linear groups; §2 con-

tains the discussion of the class S, §§3-8 discuss 33,, and §9 analyzes 33B. The proof

of Huppert's theorem is given in §3 along with the required analysis of the abelian

subgroups of N. §5 contains a lower bound for r(G) which eliminates all but a

relatively few cases of 23,. The remaining cases of 33, are discussed in §§6-8. In

particular, §6 contains an analysis of the case q>2, m=\, which is complete if

q = 3 (see (6.34) and (6.35)).

1.3 Notation. Let V be a vector space over a field F, and let H be a group of

linear transformations of V. It often is necessary to discuss the corresponding

projective space PV determined by V and F, and the induced projective group

PH~H\F. We will try to avoid the explicit introduction of the projective situation,

and the resultant additional notation and complications, as follows. Define a point

of V (as opposed to an element of V) to be a one-dimensional subspace of V,

i.e., a point of PV. Moreover, let H denote both the linear group H and the pro-

jective group PH, depending on the context.

If x is a point or an element of V, let Hx denote the subgroup of H fixing x,

and let x" denote the orbit of H containing x. If b is a matrix acting on V, let bT

denote the transpose of b.
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Let GL(V), SL(V), YL(V), and Sp(V) denote the general, special, semilinear and

symplectic groups of V, respectively (also GLn(pk), etc.). Let PGL(V), etc. denote

the corresponding projective groups. If V^ V, let H\V1 denote the restriction of

H to Vx. Finally let 2„ denote the symmetric group of degree n.

If N is a subgroup of H, let yiH(N), QH(N), B(N), and N' denote the normalizer

and centralizer of N in H, and the center and commutator subgroup of N, re-

spectively. Let Aut (TV) and Autz (N) denote the group of automorphisms of N

and the group of automorphisms which fix 3(N) element-wise, respectively. If

a, ß,... e H (or in V) then <<x, ß,.. .> denotes the subgroup of H (subspace of V)

generated by a, ß,....

Let a and b be integers. Then a\b and a\b denotes that b = 0 (moda) and

6^0 (mod a), respectively; and (a, b) is the g.c.d. of a and b. Let \H\ denote the

order of H.

2. Solvable primitive permutation groups. In the following section, the standard

analysis of maximal solvable linear groups is applied to primitive permutation

groups (cf. [13], [17]). The various cases which arise lead to three classes of groups,

2Í, 23, and Ü. The groups of low rank in S are discussed below in this section, and

the groups in 23 are discussed in §§3-9.

Let G be a maximal solvable primitive permutation group of a finite set V. Let

F be a minimal normal abelian subgroup of G, so that Fis an elementary abelian

group of order pf, for some prime/» and integer/. Since G is primitive, then Fis

unique, F is transitive on V, and | T\ = | V | =pf. Thus G = TG0 is the split extension

of F by G0, the subgroup of G fixing a point of V. Moreover, it is possible to make

F into a vector space of dimension/over GF(p) by inducing the group addition of

Tin V. Then Tand G0 act as the group of translations of V, and as an irreducible

group of linear transformations of V over GF(p), respectively.

2.1 Definition [11], [12]. If G is a transitive permutation group on a finite set V,

define the rank of G, r(G), to be the number of orbits of G0 in V. The trivial orbit,

(0), is counted in determining r(G). Thus if G is a F-fold transitive group for k S 2,

then r(G) = 2. Further, r(G) = 3 if G0 has exactly two orbits in addition to (0).

If H is a group of linear transformations of a vector space V, then it is con-

venient to define r*(H), the r*-rank of H, to be the number of nontrivial (i.e., t^(0))

orbits ofH. If G = TH, with z7=G0, let r*(G) = r*(H) = r(G)-\.

Now for the moment, let H be a maximal solvable linear (or semilinear) group

on V over F. Then H contains the subgroup F* of all scalar transformations of V.

Thus H is transitive on the nonzero elements of any one-dimensional subspace of

V. Hence, r*(H) is equal to the number of orbits among the points of the pro-

jective space PV under the projective group PH. Therefore, the study of the rank

of the maximal solvable primitive permutation groups G can be reduced to the

study of the number of orbits of certain solvable projective groups. As we explained

in (1.3), a point x of Fis defined to be a one-dimensional subspace of F (i.e., x = Fv,
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for v5¿0 in x), and //denotes both the linear group //and the projective group PH,

depending on the context. This avoids the explicit introduction of the projective

situation.

To continue the analysis of a solvable, primitive permutation group G with

G0 = //, let A be a maximal normal abelian subgroup of //.

2.2 Lemma. If A is irreducible, then G = T- H is a subgroup of the affine group of

dimension 1 over GF(p'). I.e.,

G S {x -> axpb + c:    x, a, c e GF(p'), 1 á b < f).

Proof. [14, Hilfssatz 2], [8, 3.2].

2.3 Definition. Let 9t be the class of primitive permutation groups which are

subgroups of finite one-dimensional affine groups. Now let G = TH be a solvable

primitive permutation group which is not in 9Í. Let G £ 33 if H is vector space

primitive on V over GF(p), and let G e 2 if H is imprimitive [13]. The definitions of

33 and £ do not depend on the choice of A. However, if Z/^91 then every A is

reducible; and if any A has inequivalent irreducible representations on V, then

He £ [13, Satz 2, p. 481].

Let G e 33, and let A decompose V into t equivalent irreducible subspaces Vx,...,

Vt, where t > 1 and í \f. Then A acts faithfully on each Vt as scalar multiplication

by elements of F=GF(pk), where k=f\t. Thus in particular, A is cyclic and

\A\ | pk— 1. Moreover, A is contained in no proper subfield of GF(pk). Therefore,

each V\ and hence V is a vector space over GF(pk), under the action of A. It

follows that ßH(/0 and H=%lH(A) operate on Fas groups of linear and semilinear

transformations, respectively, over GF(pk); hence [H : dH(A)] divides k. Since G

is maximal, A = F*. Moreover A is unique. For if Ax is another maximal normal

abelian subgroup of H which determines F1 = GF(pki), then \A : A n Ax\ | kx and

hence \A\ \k1(pki — 1). Therefore, /cá/fi by a number-theoretic lemma [8, 3.1],

[9, 2.4]. Similarly, kx^k, so k = kx. Therefore, (pk-l) \ k\Ax n A\, so A c\ Ax

generates both Fand Fx. Thus A=AX.

Next, suppose G e 2. Let F= Ft © • ■ • © Fr (r> 1) be a decomposition of K

into minimal imprimitivity components of H. Since // is irreducible, H acts

transitively on the set {KJ (l^f^r). For // in £, ^ is not unique; in fact, A

depends on the decomposition of V, V= Vx © • • ■ © Vr.

2.4 Lemma [14, Hilfssatz 3, p. 131]. Let G be a solvable doubly transitive per-

mutation group. Then G e 91 U 33.

Proof. If G £ fi, then a point of Vx and a point of V— IJi V\ never lie in the

same orbit, so r*(H)^2.

Since H\Vt is primitive, the remarks above concerning 33 can be applied to

Vx,..., Vr. Since H is transitive on {FJ, it follows that each F¡ is a vector space of
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dimension / over GF(pk), for some integers k and t such that ktr=f Let H¡ = H\V¡,

1 íkiíkr; and let Hv¡.Vr = H he the subgroup of //fixing each F¡. Then H1~H2

~-~Hr, H<\H, H<=,H1 x • ■ • x Hr, and HIH is a subgroup of 2r by its action

on {Vii (l^i^r). For example, he H has the form h = diag(hu ..., hT), for h¡

acting on Vt. Finally, there is a 1-1 correspondence between the orbits of V¡ under

Hi and the orbits of F, under H¡ (1 á/, y'^r), determined by /////. For let x¡ and

y i g Fi, with A(xi)=>'j for some h e H¡. Suppose a and b e H, a(xi) = xj, b(yi)=y},

with Xj and j>y g V¡. Then bha~1(x,)=yj, and since elements of // permute the

subspaces Vu ..., Vr, it follows that bha~x e //;. Hence x, and y¡ are in the same

orbit in F, and this orbit is the image of the orbit {.. .xt,.. .,yt,...} of Vt under

every element of H which maps V¡ onto Vf.

2.5 Proposition. Let G = THeü, let V= Vx @ ■ ■ • © Vr be an imprimitive

decomposition of V determined by H, and let n = r*(H\ V^). The following table lists

lower bounds for r*(H) for certain values of (n, r). For all other values, r*(H)¡í5;

and for all other values with n>\, r*(//)ä 10. In addition, r*(//)^20 ifeither n^ 5,

or r 2ï 5 and n ̂  2, or r ï: 11.

\ r
n \    2    3   4    5

1 2    3   4   9

2 5   9

3 9

2.6 Lemma. Let H satisfy the following conditions: H=HX x H2 x • • • x Hr, and

///F/=Sr. 77jé>k r*(//) = Cn+r,r-l.

Proof. //¡ has «+1 orbits (including {0}) in Vt (1 ^i^r). As we mentioned, the

orbits of //j and F/, (1 ^i,j^r) are in one-to-one correspondence under //. Since

H=H± x • • • x //r, the points of V¡ can be permuted independently of the points

of Vj. Since H\H~ Sr, then the number of orbits in V under H is equal to the

number of unordered r-tuples with entries from the set {0, 1,...,«}, namely

Cn+r>r. Excluding the trivial orbit, r*(H) = Cn+rj— 1, as required.

Proof of Proposition 2.5. Since H^H1 x • • • x Hr and H¡H^zZr, it follows from

(2.6) that r*(H)^Cn+r-r-l. In addition, note that Cn+r>r-l =20 for n^S, or for

m^2 and r = 5.

Let us return to the class 23. Let G = T H be a maximal element of 23, with/=/c?

and ^(~F* as before. Since H is maximal, it follows from [17, Theorem 10, p.

21], that (íH(A)^A. Let N he a minimal normal nonabelian subgroup of H con-

tained in &n(A).

2.9 Definition. Let 23, and 23Ä be the subclasses of 23 for which a minimal group

N (above) is irreducible, and for which no minimal group N is irreducible,

respectively.
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The subclasses 33, and 33B are discussed in §§3-8, and 9, respectively.

2.10 Lemma. Let G = TH be a solvable doubly transitive permutation group, and

let G £ 33. Then G e 33,.

Proof. First, &H(A)¥=A, since p'- \\k(pk- 1), for k<f. Second, if Ais a minimal

subgroup of H as above, then N is irreducible (see [14, Hilfssatz 1, p. 129] and

[3, p. 199]).

3. Huppert's theorem. We continue to study the class 33 (Definition 2.3). Let

the groups H and N satisfy the following hypothesis:

3.1. H is a maximal solvable irreducible, primitive, semilinear group acting on

the vector space F over F=GF(pk). A, a maximal abelian normal subgroup of H,

is the group of all scalar transformations of V. And N is a minimal normal non-

abelian subgroup of H which is contained in &H(A).

A study of the abelian subgroups of N leads to a new proof of Huppert's theorem

(3.15), and some information concerning the groups of low rank in the class 33,,

for which N is irreducible (§§6-8). The class 33s, for which N is reducible, is treated

in §9.

If H and TV satisfy 3.1, then [13, Hilfssätzen I and II, pp. 486, 488] shows that

H and N also satisfy the following conditions :

3.2. (1) TV is a ¿¡r-group, for some prime q.

(2) \N'\=q, and N'^Q(N)^A. Thus, q\ |3(/V)| \pk-h

(3) The exponent of N is q or 4, as q>2 or q = 2, respectively.

(4) W= N/S(N) is an elementary abelian group.

(5) HI®H(rV) acts irreducibly on W, over GF(q).

(6) <£H(Z)/(£H(Z) n &H(W) is isomorphic to a subgroup of Sp(W), the

symplectic group of W, where Z=3(N). Hence | W\ =q2m, for some integer m.

In fact, from 3.2, A belongs to one of the following classes of groups:

3.3. (1) TV is an extra-special ^r-group (i.e., 3(N) = N' = <&(N), the Frattini sub-

group of A, and \N'\ =q; see [10, p. 15]), and the exponent of N is q or 4 as q>2

or q = 2, respectively; or

(2) q = 2, 13(A/)| =4, and N=N*-&(N), for N* an extra-special 2-group con-

tained in N such that N* n 3(A) = N'.

However, not all of the groups which satisfy 3.3 also satisfy 3.1 or 3.2. None-

theless, it is convenient to study the groups of 3.3 and then to restrict the results

to the original groups of 3.1.

3.4 Definition. Let £> be the set consisting of all ¿/-groups which satisfy 3.3

(1) or (2). Let N e £ and | A73(A0| =q2m- Define m to be the length of N.

3.5 Lemma. Let N efe be a q-group of length m. Then

1. N=NX x ■ ■ ■ x Nm, the central product of m q-groups Nt of length 1 in §. More-

over, <ZN(Nl) = Nx x ■ ■ ■ /Y ■ ■ • x Nm,for 1 â i£m.
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2. (a) Ifq>2, then each N¡ (1 úiíkm) is isomorphic to the unique nonabeliangroup

of order q3 and exponent q.

(b) Let q = 2 and \3(N)\ =2. Then one can assume that Nu..., /Vm_i are iso-

morphic to D, and that Nm is isomorphic either to D or to Q, where D and Q are

the dihedral and quaternion groups of order 8, respectively.

(c) Let q = 2 and let \3(N)\ =4. Then N¡ is isomorphic to <A z>, where D is the

dihedral group of order 8, z has order 4, z centralizes D, and <z2>=3(A).

Proof. 1. (Cf. [10, p. 17].) By definition, N is the central product, N=N1xN2,

of 2 normal subgroups Ni and N2, if 3 (Nx) = 3(N2), and if A'" is equal to the direct

product of Nx and N2 in which 3(Ni) and 3(^2) have been identified. LetZ=3(N).

Let x g N-3(N). Then there exists y e N-Z such that the commutator [x, y]¥=\.

Hence <x, y, Z)> = N1 is a o-group of length 1 in ©. Let {x, y,x3,..., xq™} he a base

for N/3(N). For each u, 3^u^qm, there exist integers iu,ju such that x[l=xi*y1*xu

centralizes <x, y}, since \N'\ =q. Then <xá,..., x'q™, Z} =&ii(N1) is a a-group of

length m-\ in £), and Nis the central product, N=N1x&N(N1). Continue.

2. There exists one extra-special a-group of order q3 and exponent q, for q > 2

(see 3.8 or [19, p. 151]). There exist two extra-special 2-groups of order 8 and

exponent 4, namely D and Q.

Next, note that Fx D~Qx Q. For let A = <«i, ¿>¡>, where af = bf and ai~1biai

=a2bi, so that A-A for/=1,2. In A* D2, let cx=ax(i= 1,2), d1=a2b1, d2=a1b2,

and Qi = <cx, a\\ i= 1, 2. Then ft~ g, 1= 1, 2; and A x D2= Qx x g2.

To prove 2(b), let N=N± x • • • x Nm, where NX~D or A/¡~ £>> f°r each «'• Thus

N~ Dx ■■ ■ x DxQx ■ ■ ■ x Q, and (2b) follows by replacing Q x Q by D x D as

many times as possible.

2(c). From (3.2), AT1 = <Arf,z>5 where <z> = 3(A). Moreover, JVf~/) or ß.

However, <A ^>—<2» z>, since x e N— 3(N) and |x|=2 or 4 implies |xz| =4 or

2, respectively.

3.6 Notation. Let N be a a-group of length m in §. If q¥=2, write N=N(qm).

If 9 = 2 and |3(A0|=2, write Ar=7Vi(2m) with i=\ if A^-Dx • • • x D (type 1),
and i=2 iî N~Dx-xDxQ (type 2). If |3(A^)|=4, then write N=N3(2m)

(type 3).

Note that D~NX(2) and A/3(2) do not satisfy 3.1; D contains a characteristic

subgroup of order 4, and so violates 3.2(5); and N3(2) contains a characteristic

subgroup isomorphic to Q.

3.7 Lemma. Let N=N(q) be a q-group of length 1 in £, and let \3(N)\ \pk-i.

Then N has a faithful, absolutely irreducible representation of degree q over GF(pk).

Proof. Let A g GF(pk) have order |3(A/)|. If q>2, then N has generators a, b,

c, subject to the relations

a" = E« = c" =1,   bâ=Wc,    <c> = 3(A0,        [19, p. 151].
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Let a, b, c be the following q x q matrices :

O

a = A2

c =

(3.8) \        O A"-1/

IX

A

O
Then 6: â-+ a, b~>b, c~^~ c is a faithful, absolutely irreducible representation of

N. For suppose that 0 is reducible over a finite extension field K, and let 0 = 2 8t

be the complete reduction of 0 over K. From the order of GLt(K), for í < q, the

group of i x í diagonal matrices

S = {diag (A1;..., Ai):    |A,| = q\ 1 ^ i ^ i}

is a Sylow ¿/-subgroup of GLt(K), and 5 is abelian. Hence dx(N) is abelian for each

i, so 0(A) is abelian, which is false. Hence 0 is absolutely irreducible.

If q=2, let 8(D) = (a, b) and 0(0 = <c, </>, where

A and /i £ GF(/>) such that A2 + ̂ 2= -1, [14, Hilfssatz 4]. Note that if A\pk-\, we

can let 0(ß) = <a, v"(-l)¿>>. Hence if |S(ZV)|=4, let 6(N) = (a, b, \f-V>.

Note that in each case, 0 corresponds to a faithful representation of 3(N) of

degree 1.

3.10 Lemma. LetN=N(qm)beaq-groupoflengthmin¡Q,andlet [3(A0I \pk~^-

Then there exist exactly <f>(\S>(N)\) faithful, absolutely irreducible representations

of N over GF(pk) (where <j> is Euler's function), one for each faithful representation

ofS(N) of degree 1 over GF(pk). Each such representation of N has degree qm.

Proof. Let N=NX x ■ ■ ■ x Nm, as in Lemma 3.5, and let 0¡ be a faithful, absolutely

irreducible representation of N¡ on the g-dimensional space F¡, for líái^m.

Finally, let all the 0,'s agree on S(N) = S(Nl). Let 8=8X&- ■ -®8m be the repre-

sentation of N of degree qm on V= Vx®- ■ -®Vm, as explained in the following

diagram.

(3.11)

N

0(A) =

V   =

Nx

h(Nx)

Vx    i

N:2

UN2)

V2    i

Nm

nv'm/

vm'    7)1
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Then 8 is a faithful, absolutely irreducible representation of N [10, pp. 17, 18].

For 8(N]_) is irreducible and nonabelian of prime degree q on V1 over GF(pk), so

the group ring of 6(N1) over GF(pk) is isomorphic to GL^J. Since GL(V~i)

<g> GL^-GL^! <g> V2) [15, p. 212], it follows that 8(N1) ® 8(N2), and similarly

8(N), is irreducible. Similarly, 8 is absolutely irreducible.

Moreover, since there are ^(|3(A0|) choices of A (or y/-\) in (3.8) and (3.9),

there exist at least <j>(\3(N)\) inequivalent representations of this type, corresponding

to the <i>(\3(N)\) inequivalent faithful representations of 3(A0 of degree 1. Finally,

these are the only possible faithful, absolutely irreducible representations of N,

as follows [13, p. 490]. Let \3(N)\=q\ for r = \ or 2, so that \N\=q2m+\ There

exist \N/N'\ =o2m+i-1 absolutely irreducible representations of N of degree 1. If

{p¡} is the set of degrees of the absolutely irreducible representations of N, then

2 pf = \N\. The representations of degree 1 and degree qm listed above yield:

^+1-1^.^13(^)1)^ = q2m(ql-1+q + r-2) = q2m

Hence no further absolutely irreducible representations exist.

N.

3.12 Corollary. Let N=N(qm) be a q-group of length m in §, and let

\3(N)\ \pk—l. Then every faithful, irreducible representation of N over GF(pk) is

absolutely irreducible, and hence has degree qm.

Proof. Cf. [13]. Let 8 he equivalent to 0' = 2i #i over a finite extension field K

of GF(pk), where each 6t is absolutely irreducible. Since N is nilpotent (or directly),

J n 3(N)t^ 1 for every normal subgroup / of N. Since 8' is faithful, then each 0¡

is faithful on 3(A0 and hence on N. Each 8¡ agrees with 9' on 3(N). Let 8* he the

(unique) faithful, absolutely irreducible representation of N over GF(pk), which

agrees with 8' on 3(N), and let i/j = r8*. Then 8* is equivalent to each 8¡ over K,

and hence if> is equivalent to 8 over K. But 9 and </> are both representations over

GF(pk). Hence [6, p. 200], 8 and </>are equivalent over GF(pk), and r=\. Therefore

8 is absolutely irreducible, and has degree qm.

Let //and N=Ni(qm) satisfy hypothesis 3.1. For the remainder of §2 we assume

N is irreducible (// g 23,). The following lemma gives a lower bound for r*(H), the

r*-rank of//.

3.13 Proposition. IfN is irreducible, then r*(H) ä t,for t as listed in the following

table.

Cases q>2

N=N\2m),m>\

p«>5
pk<:5

N=N2(2m)

pk>5        pk^5

N=N3(2m),m>l

p">5 pk = 5

m+\ V"+l /¿(m-l) + l ¡am Km-i) m+\

p = (2,(j>*-W) for q = 2.

3.14 Corollary. /■*(//)& 2 except possibly in the following cases.

1. q = 2, m = \, N~Q, andpk = 5 orpk = 3 (mod 4);
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2. q = 2, m = 2, N~DxQ, and pk = 3, where D and Q are the dihedral and

quaternion groups of order 8, respectively.

Proof. Apply 3.13. If q = 2 and N has type 1 or 3, then m > 1 (see remark following

3.6).

Huppert's theorem is an immediate consequence of Corollary 3.14.

3.15 Theorem (Huppert). Let G be a finite solvable doubly transitive permutation

group. Then G satisfies one of the following conditions.

1. G is a collineation group of a Desarguesian affine line;

2. G0 = H contains a normal subgroup isomorphic to the quaternion group Q, and

H is a linear group of degree 2 over GF(pk), where pk = 3, 5, 7, 11, or 23 ;

3. G0 = H contains a normal subgroup isomorphic to Dx Q (D = dihedral group),

and H is a linear group of degree 4 over GF(3).

Proof of Huppert's theorem. If G is not the collineation group of a Desarguesian

affine line (G $ 91), then //= G0 contains a maximum abelian normal subgroup

A which is reducible. Since G is doubly transitive, then &H(A)^A, H is primitive

(Lemma 2.4), and so H contains a minimal normal nonabelian subgroup N such

that A/<=ßH(/4). Again since G is doubly transitive, then N is irreducible (Lemma

2.10), so the analysis of this section and in particular Corollary 3.14 applies. In

case 1 of the corollary, p2k-1 \\H\\ 24k(pk-l) from (4.6), sopk = 3, 5, 7, 11, or

23. The existence of solvable groups H such that r*(H)=\ in cases 2 and 3 of

Corollary 3.14 follows as in [14] and [8].

From the preceding lemmas on the representations of N, it is easy to see that

any stabilizer Nx of N (where the point x is a one-dimensional subspace of V) is

an abelian group which contains 3(A0- Moreover, if two points x and y are in the

same orbit under H, then clearly Nx and Ny are conjugate in //. Hence the number

of nonisomorphic abelian subgroups of N which contain 3(A0 and are stabilizers

in N, is a lower bound for r*(H). It is this bound which is computed in Proposition

3.13. Hence the proof of 3.13 depends on ,a study of the abelian subgroups of N.

3.16 Definition. Let S be an abelian subgroup of N such that S^8(N), and

let |S/3(A0| =q\ for 0^r£m. Define r to be the length of S. lîq1 is the exponent

of S, fory'= 1 or 2, define S to be of type j, and write S=S\.

3.17 Lemma. Let S=S'r be an abelian subgroup of N of type j and length r

(J= 1 or 2,0 ^r^ m), which contains S(N). Then :

1. There exist elements xx,..., xre N—S(N) such that S=(xx,..., xr, 3(/V)>,

where \xt\ —q, 1 £i£r— 1, and \xr\ =q'.

2. Moreover, there exist subgroups Nx,..., Nm of N (each N¡ is a q-group of

length 1 in H) such that x¡ e N¡ for 1 S i ̂  r, and N=Nxx ■ ■ ■ x Nm. In particular,

ifq — 2 and N has type 1 or 2, then we can assume A/¡~Z), l£/£m —1, and Nm~D

or Q as N has type 1 or 2, respectively.
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Proof. Part 1 is obvious except in the following case: N=Ni(2m), i=l or 2,

and r> 1. In this case, S—3(N) contains elements of order 2 (e.g., the product of

two independent elements of order 4), so we can choose r— 1 independent elements

(mod 3(N)) °f order 2. Then the rth independent element, xr, must satisfy |xr|

= exponent of S = 2'.

For part 2, assume S=(x1,..., xr, 3(N)) as in (1), and suppose there exist

NU...,NS, s<r, such that x, g Nf (íúiás), N,~(D,3(N)> (l£i£s) if q=2,

<A1;..., Ns} = N1x ■ ■ ■ x Ns, and each Nt centralizes each xu for ij^u (\^i^s,

\-¿u-¿r). Proceed as follows. There exists as+1 gN—3(N) such that the com-

mutator [xs+1, as+1]=£ 1. We can assume as+1 centralizes N±x ■■■ x Ns (if not,

multiply ös+1 by an appropriate element from A^x ■ ■ • x Ns). Let Ns+1 = (xs+1,

as+i, 3(N)}- If [as+i, xj^l, u>s+l, then let xu = xls+1xu, for appropriate t such

that [fls+i, xu]=l. Let

S = \X1;..., xs+1, xs+2,.. ., xr, 3(N)),

and note that |x„| = |xu|, u>s+1. Finally if q = 2 and s+l<m, then it is possible

to choose i?5+1 such that |c5+1| =2; hence Ns+1~ D. lïq = 2 and 5+1 =r = m, then

Nm~ D or Q as N has type 1 or 2, respectively.

3.18 Lemma. Two abelian subgroups of N which contain 3(N) and have the same

length and type, are conjugate in SítQLm(N).

Proof. Let N=NX x ■ ■ ■ x Nm, 5=<x1, ...,xr, 3(N)} with x, e N, (1 ¿/^r), and

N=Ñ¡_x ■ ■ ■ xÑm, 5 = <x1;..., xr, 3(A0> withXj g Nt(l úiíkr), as in Lemma 3.17.

There exists an element a g Autz (N) such that a: N¡ -> A/¡(1 f^i^m); by examining

Aut (N¡), we can assume a: x¡ -> x¡ (1 ̂ i^s). Therefore a: S —» S. As before, N

and a(N) are two faithful irreducible representations of N which agree on 3(N)-

Hence these representations are equivalent from Lemma 3.10, and so a is induced

by conjugation in ytGUV)(N), as required.

Before deciding which abelian subgroups are stabilizers in N (Lemma 3.22),

we determine the number of distinct abelian subgroups of each length and type

and their fixed points.

3.19 Definition. Let N=N}(qm) (for/=l, 2, or 3 if q=2). Let the number of

abelian subgroups of N which contain 3(N) and which have length r and type i

(l^r^m, i=\ or 2), be denoted by

Cr¡mifq>2;

C3mifq=2andN=N3(2m);

CU if9=2 and N=N3(2m),j=l or 2.

Note that C1>m and C3>m are the number of one-dimensional subspaces in a space

of dimension 2m over GF(q). Similarly, 2-C{,'m is the number of elements in

N-3(N) of order 2' (i= 1 or 2).

3.20 Lemma. 1. Let q>2. Then Cr>m = nL = o [(q^m~u)-^)l(qu + 1-I)Y for

Ifírfím.
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2. Let q = 2 and let f(r, m) = FIi = i (22Cm"u)-1)/(2U —1), for X^r^m, with the

convention thatf(I, m)=\. Then

C3,m = (2^-\)f(r,m)l(T-\),

CU = (2m + (- l)0(2"-r-(- \y)f(r, m)\(T-1), and

CU = (2m + (-l)0(2m-r)f(r, m), for j=\ or 2 and l^r^m.

Proof. 1. Let Sr=(xx,..., xr, 3(N)} be an abelian subgroup of N, and let

N=NX<S>- ■ -®Nm, with xueNu (l^ufír). There exist q2m-l choices for xx

(mod 3(N)), i.e., any nonidentity element in NI3(N). Since SJv«-^i» = <x1, A2(g

• • • ®Nmy, there exist q(q2(m~1}— 1) choices for x2 (mod 3(A0). Continuing, there

exist rii = o qu(q2{m~1)— 1) ordered sequences xx,..., x, of elements which generate

abelian subgroups of order qr. Given such a sequence, there exist (qr— \)(q7 — q)- ■ ■

(qr—qr~1) ordered sequences which generate the same subgroup, Hence, Cr>m

= U'u~=1o(q2(m~u)-l)l(qu + 1-i), for l^r^m.

2. A similar argument proves C3m = (22m-\)f(r, m)¡(2r-1).

Now let S=Slr'^N=Ni(2m) fory'=l or 2. The proof consists of induction on

r and m.

Let r=\ and apply induction to m. Clearly, the formulas for Cx\ (i,j= 1, 2) are

correct. Assume that m> 1 and that the formulas hold for m—\; let N=NX (g • • •

(g Am, as in Lemma 3.17. Any subgroup 51 of Nh&s the form S[ = (xx ® x2, 3(N)},

for Xj3 unique in Nxj3(N) and x2 unique in N2 <g • • • (g NJ3(N). Further, i= 1

if and only if either (i) \xx\ = 1 or 2, |x2| = 1 or 2, but not |xi| = [x2| = 1 ; or (ii) \xx\

= \x2\=4. Similarly, ¡ = 2 if and only if either (i) |x1|=4 and |jca| = 1 or 2, or

(ii) \xx\ = 1 or 2 and \x2\ =4. Hence,

CIL = (cïi+i)(ci'm.x + i)-i + c2xiciL-x
and

Clin  =   CfKCU-l+lí + ÍCií+l)^-!,

for7=1 or 2, and these equations lead to the correct formulas for CXm (i,j=l, 2

and m> 1).

Applying induction to r, we assume that r> 1 and that the formulas are correct

for r— 1 and all m. Let S'r = (xx,..., xr, 3(N)}, where xueNu (l^u^r) and

\xx\ = ■ ■ ■ = |x,-i| =2. Since l^l =2, there exist C¿J, choices for (xlt 3(N)} in A.

Having fixed xx, Sj is uniquely determined by S'r-X in A2 (g) • • • (g) Nm = N'(2m~1).

Hence, there exist C^Cr-i.m-i choices for 5f with a distinguished element ^

of order 2. But Xj can be chosen arbitrarily within the unique maximal subgroup

of S'r of exponent 2, namely 5} itself if i=l, or <x1(..., xr_x, 3(N)} if ¡ = 2.

Hence, C^, = Ci4,CÍ_i>ü,_1/(2e—1), where s = r or r—1 as i'=l or 2, respectively.

Moreover, this equation leads to the correct formulas for Cism, for i,j=\, 2, and

1 <r^m.

Let N=Nj(qm) = Nx <g) ■ • ■ <g> Am act irreducibly on F= F], (g) • • • (g> Fm. Let

5i = <x1;..., xr, 3(A0> be an abelian subgroup of N, with xueNu (l^u^r),

where Nu is a g-group of length 1 in § acting on Vu (1 <u^m).
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3.21 Lemma. 1. There exist points (\-dimensional spaces) Fv for v e V fixed by

S'r, except in case q = 2, i=2, and 4\pk— 1.

2. If there exist fixed points for S\, then there exist exactly qr(pkgm~r— \)¡(pk—\)

fixed points distributed in qr vector subspaces of dimension qm~T. These qr vector

spaces are permuted transititively by N.

Proof. By suitable change of the representation of each Nu, each xu can be put

in diagonal form as in (3.8) and (3.9) (1 ^u^r),except incase |xr| =4 and4\pk— 1.

In this case, since every irreducible representation of A7, on V is faithful, xr fixes

no element of V. Otherwise, xu fixes exactly q points of Vu, say Fvu¡t (1 SuSr,

1 ̂ túq). Then S'r fixes every point of V of the form F(vlh (g) • • -(g) vr¡tr (g w), for

w e Fr+1 (g • • • (g Vm, and these points are distributed in qr vector subspaces of

dimension qm~r. Since q is a prime, and since Nu fixes no point of Vu, the q fixed

points in Vu of xu are permuted transitively by Nu (l^u^r) (also directly from

(3.8) and (3.9)). Hence by induction, the qr vector spaces of fixed points of S'r are

permuted transitively by Nx (g ■ ■ • <g Nr.

On the other hand, suppose v is an element in V which does not have the form

= vu, (g ■ • • <g w above. Then we can assume v = 2t vn ® wt, for some fixed v

<g Fm, and at least 2 vv('s (say wt¡ and wt2)

wt = v', and Fv^Fv' since A'i-1^ A'a-1. There-

-'Ki

(i^vúr) with wteFi®---/\

nonzero. Then xv: v -> 2f Af_1t;v

fore, Ft» is not fixed by S?.

The proof of Proposition 3.13 follows by counting the number of noniso-

morphic stabilizers of N listed below. Note that N1(2) and N3(2) can be excluded

from Proposition 3.13 since they do not satisfy the hypothesis 3.1.

3.22 Lemma. The following tables list the stabilizer subgroups of N, for N an

element of H acting irreducibly on V.

N

S1

*C2

N(qm),q>2

O^r^m

not defined

N\2m)

pk>5

0<r^m

1 <r<m

pk^5

O^r^m, r#w—1

ISrúm, r=/=m— 1

N

N2(2m)

pk>5

Oir^m-1

pk = 3

OárSm-1,

r^m-2

pk = 5

0^r^m-2

N3(2m)

pk>5

0<r<m

pk = 5

O^r^m,

r^m— 1

*S? l^riím none
ISrèm,

r=£m— 1
not defined

* S? is a stabilizer subgroup only if A\pk—\.
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Proof. From the description of the fixed points of S'r, it is clear that S¡ is a

stabilizer subgroup of N=N'(qm) exactly when 3 (N) is a stabilizer subgroup of

Nr+X ®---<g Nm = N'(qm'r). In particular, it would be sufficient to show that

Nu has 3(NU) as a stabilizer subgroup for r +1 :£ u ̂  m. In the few cases for which

this is false, we determine whether or not 3(A0 is a stabilizer for N=Ni(qt),

where i = 2 and 3.

Let q>2. Then there exist q+1 abelian subgroups of N(q) which contain 3(N),

each fixing q points. Hence there exist (pkQ— V)i(pk — 1)—q(q +1) points with 3(N)

as stabilizer. Since q\pk-\ and q>2, (pkq-l)l(pk-l)^p2k+pk+l>q(q+l).

Therefore, every subgroup 5r of N(qm) is a stabilizer subgroup for q > 2.

Let q = 2. If Nu~ D, then there are 2 abelian subgroups of type 1 and one of type

2 in Au. Hence, there exist pk — 3, or pk — 5 points with stabilizer 3(NU), ¡Lspk = 3

or 1, (mod 4), respectively. Hence, 3 (Nu) is a stabilizer subgroup if and only if

pk>5. Similarly, if NU = N2(2) or N3(2), then 3(NU) is a stabilizer subgroup exactly

if pkT^5. Hence, iïpk>5, then S} is a stabilizer subgroup of N whenever it exists,

and 5? is a stabilizer subgroup of N whenever 4\pk—l. If pk = 5, then S'm is a

stabilizer subgroup whenever it exists (i'=l, 2), and S'm-X is not a stabilizer sub-

group. If/?* = 3, then 5„ is a stabilizer whenever it exists, and S^-x is not a stabilizer

unless N=N2(2m).

To complete the proof, it is sufficient to prove the following facts.

1. If N=N1(2m), m=2 or 3 and/?'c = 3 or 5, then 3(N) is a stabilizer subgroup

oiN.

2. If N=N2(2m), in = 2 or 3 and/?* = 5, then 3(N) is a stabilizer subgroup of N.

3. If N=N2(2m) and pk = 3, then 3(A0 is not a stabilizer subgroup if m = 2

(N~Dx Q), but 3(N) is a stabilizer subgroup if m = 3.

As an example of the application of 1 — 3, let/?fc = 3or 5 and N\2m)~Dx ■ ■ ■ x D.

From (1), 3(N) is a stabilizer in D x D and in Dx Dx D. Hence S} is a stabilizer

for 0 ^ r ^ m — 2. The other cases for pk = 3 or 5 can be handled similarly.

Proof of 1-3. 1. Let N = N\22)~Dx D. The nontrivial stabilizers of N have

length 2, and fix exactly 4 points each. Hence from Lemma 3.20, there exist

4(C22 + SC2!£) = 4(6-l-98) points with nontrivial stabilizers, where 8 = 0 or 1 as

pk = 3 or 1 (mod 4), respectively. It is easily checked that (pik—\)¡(pk—\)>

4(6 + 98) for pk = 3 or 5, as required.

Let N= N\23)~ DxDxD. A contains CU = 35 and Cf¡ =28 abelian subgroups

of length 1 and type 1 or 2, respectively. hetpk = 5. Then each of these 63 subgroups

fixes 2(5*—1)/4 points. Hence, there exist at least (58-l)/4-126(54-l)/4 =

(54 +1 — 126)(54 —1)/4 > 0 points with stabilizer 3(N). Let pk = 3. Then the 28

subgroups of type 2 fix no points, so there exist at least (38 —1)/2 — 2 • 35 • (34 —1)/2

= 40(82-70) >0 points with stabilizer 3(A0-

2. Let N=N2(22)~Dx Q and pk = 5. The nontrivial stabilizer subgroups have

length 2 and hence type 2, and there exist C22 = 15 of them, each fixing 4 points.

Hence, there exist (54- l)/4-4-15 >0 points with stabilizer 3(A0-
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Let N=N2(23) and pk = 5. There exist 22m—1=63 subgroups S[ (i=\ or 2) in

N, each fixing 2-(54-l)/4 points. Hence there exist ((54-l)/4)(54 + l -126)>0

points with stabilizer 3(N).

3. If pk = 3 and N=N2(22)~Dx Q, then U=WGLm(N) is transitive on the

points of V, and hence 3(N) is not a stabilizer [1], [8], [14]. If N~(DxD)xQ,

then 3(A0 is a stabilizer, since 3(A0 is a stabilizer in Fx D from (1), and in Q

since pk = 3. This completes the proof of 3.22.

If SI is a stabilizer subgroup of N=Ni(qm) acting on V over GF(pk), then there

may exist fixed points x of S¡ such that Nx^S'r. The following lemma discusses

the number of points y such that Ny = S'r.

3.23 Definition. Let s}¡m be the total number of stabilizer subgroups of N=

Nj(qm) of length r (r^m); let vr<m be the number of points fixed by a stabilizer of

N of length r; let g'm he the number of points x such that NX = 3(N). Finally, let

wr>m be the number of subgroups of order qr in an elementary abelian group of

order qm (r i= m). These definitions may depend on q and pk, as well as on j and m,

the type and length of N.

Note that if q>2, then/=l and s},m=Cr¡m. If q = 2, pk=\ (mod 4), andpk>5,

then s'r¡m = (22m— l)f(r, w)/(2r— 1) is independent of/ Moreover,

Vr,m = qr(pk',m-,-l)l(pk-1),   and    wr,m = f] (<7m-v-l)/(<7v + 1-l).
v=0

Finally, from the proof of Lemma 3.21, the number of points stabilized by the

stabilizer S¡ is qr-g'm_,. Therefore,

m

(3.24) g'm = (pk°m-l)l(pk-l)- 2 4.mqrgi>-r.
r = X

If q = 2, pk= 1 (mod 4) and /?"> 5, then by induction g]m is independent of/

3.25 Lemma. In the following equation, g'm is determined from m,j, s'Tim (1 ^r^m),

q, and pk:

m

gin = (pkqm-l)!(pk-\)-J< HrSÍ,mVr.m,
r = l

where /xr = 2 (— l)'*1^^^ • • • w(t_lit, summed over all sequences  l^i1<i2<

'"it—r> for 1 = '=f.

Proof. Clearly s'r¡mvr¡m = J^=rwriVs¡¡mqvgll-v. The proof follows from (3.24),

noting that 2rm=i <m?rgm-r=2?'=i MÍ>V

4. The order of H. Let A /Í and N=N(qm) be transformation groups of V

which satisfy hypotheses 3.1. We continue to study the properties of N, without at

first assuming N is irreducible. Let the dimension of V he tqm, let Vx he an N-

irreducible subspace of V, and let A1 be the group of scalar transformations of V^.

Finally, let X be a vector space of dimension t.
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4.1 Lemma. 1. WaLm(N)~ViGUVl)(N) <g GL(X), acting on V~ Vx <g> X; £GUV)(N)
~AX® GL(X).

2. WrwiN) : K0uvÁN)] = k.

Proof. 1. See [13, Satz III, p. 482, Hilfssatz II (1), p. 488].

2. Let N be represented as in (3.8), (3.9) and (3.11); with respect to the given

basis for V, let a be defined by a: (Xi) -> (xf) (1 úiúqm). Then [YL(V) : GL(V)] = k,

|o-| =ät, and a normalizes N.

Now let N be irreducible on V, so that i= 1, Vx = V, AX = A, and X=0.

4.2 Notation. For N irreducible on V, let U=mGLm(N) and U* = WruV)(N).

Recall that W=N¡3(N). Further, let Abe represented as in (3.8), (3.9), and (3.11).

With respect to this basis for V, let <r be defined by o: (x¡) -> (xf), 1 ¿ ièqm- Finally,

let k be the least integer such that \3(N)\ | p*—l (hence k\k).

4.3 Lemma. Let N be irreducible and represented on V by (3.8), (3.9), and (3.11);

and let a be defined as above. Then

1. U* = (U, a};

2. (i) <M3(A0) = <tf, <*>, (Ü) ®u-(N) = <A,o£), (iii) &v.(W) = (N,A,o*y,
where & = k if q>2 and 8=1 if q = 2.

3. UjA ~ Autz (A), the group of automorphisms of N which fix each element of

3(N).

Proof. 1. Lemma 4.1 (2).

2. (i) Apply (1), the definition of k, and the fact 3(N)^A.

(ii) &U(N) = A from Lemma 4.1 (1). Moreover, o* e ^.(N) from (3.8), (3.9) and

(3.11). Now apply 2(i).

(iii) Applying [13, Hilfssatz II.2, p. 488], but replacing in Huppert's lemma the

direct product 3(A) x • • • x 3(A) by A' x • • • x N', we see that du(W) = (N, Ay.

Further, a* centralizes A and hence W.

(a) Let q = 2. Then a centralizes IF from (3.9).

(ß) Let q>2, let A1 = <a, b}^N, as in (3.8), and let y = oix centralize W, where

X£ U and 0<i<k. From (3.8), x:aZ->ap~lZ and bZ-^bZ, where Z = 3(A).

Moreover, x induces a central automorphism in Nx, which corresponds to con-

jugation by some element u in Ux = ^laL{Vl)(Nx) from (3) below. However, since u

fixes <aZ> and bZ in NX\Z, it follows from (6.5) below that 0(«)= 1 ; i.e., x, and

hence a', centralize W, so i = 0 (mod k) which is a contradiction. Therefore,

VLv.(W) = (N,A,oiiy.

3. Let v be the natural homomorphism of U into Autz (A). The kernel of v is

A =KÜ(A). Moreover, if a £ Autz (A), then A and a(N) are two irreducible repre-

sentations of N which are equivalent, since they agree on 3(N) (Lemma 3.10).

Hencev(^) = Autz(A).

4.4 Corollary. \U*\= k(pk-1 )• |Autz (A)|.

We determine | Autz (A)| by counting the number of subgroups of N which are

¿/-groups of length 1 in ©.
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4.5 Lemma. 1. Let q>2 andN=N(qm) e £. Then N contains92<m-1)(^2m-l)/(ç2-l)

subgroups which are in 2p and have length 1.

2. Let q = 2, \3(N)\ =2, and N=Nj(2m) (j= 1 or 2). The following table lists the

numbers of subgroups ofN isomorphic to D and Q, the dihedral and quaternion groups

of order 8, respectively.

D Q

Nj(2m)

j=l or2

22m-3(2m+(-\)i)(2m-1-(-l)i) 22m-3(2m + (-l)0(2m-1 + (-1)0/3

3. Let q = 2, \3(N)\ =4, and N=N3(2m). The following table lists the numbers of

-subgroups of N of various types and lengths.

sub-

group
A'1(2m) N2(2m) N^^D 7V2(2)~ß N3(2)

number 2m-l(2».+ l) 2m-1(2m-D •)2(m- l)cy2m(22m-l) 22(m-l)(22m_])/3 22(m-1)(22ra-l)/3

Proof. 1. There exist C1>m abelian subgroups <x, 3(N)) of length 1 in N. For

each such subgroup, there exists yeN—3(N) such that <x, y, 3(N)} = N1 has

length 1 in §. Further, every other nonabelian subgroup of length 1 of N con-

taining x has the form <x, yw, 3(N))>, for w uniquely determined in N2¡3(N),

where N2=>S,N(N1) has length m—\. Thus, there exist (q2m- l)q2(m~1)l(q— 1) sub-

groups isomorphic to Ni = N(q) with a distinguished subgroup <x, 3(AQ>. Hence,

each Nx is counted C11=q+\ times, so there exist q2(m'1)(q2m—l)l(q2—l) such

subgroups of N.

2. If »i=ls the formulas are correct. Let m>\. There exist Cfä abelian sub-

groups <x, 3(N)} of N of length 1 and exponent 4, and for such an x, there exists

y such that N± = <x, y, 3(N)}—D or Q. Then every other subgroup isomorphic to

D or Q has the form <x, yw, 3(A0>> f°r w of order 1 or 2 in Sw(A/i). If NX~D,

then ©„(A/i) has the same type as N, namely j (= 1 or 2), and the number of sub-

groups isomorphic to D is C2l-(C{tim-1 + 1), as required. However, if Nx~ Q, then

(£^(Aj) has type /"' = 1 or 2 asy'=2 or 1, respectively. Moreover, in this case Q has

three subgroups of order 4, so each N1 is counted three times. Hence, the number

of subgroups of N isomorphic to Q is C2¿(C11^_1 + l)/3, as required.

3. The number of subgroups A3(2) in A/3(2m) is given by the formula in part 1.

Moreover, N3(2)~(Q, z>, where \z\ =4, as in (3.9), and it is easily checked that

A3(2) contains one subgroup isomorphic to Q and 3 subgroups isomorphic to D.

Finally, one can verify the formulas for Ni(2m) (i= 1, 2) by induction. For example,

let i = 2. There exist 2Z(m-1)(22m- l)/3 subgroups A\~ Q in N and 2m-2(2m"1 + 1)

subgroups of ^■N(N1) = N3(2m'1) isomorphic to A1(2m-1).  Further, there exist
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22m~3(2m+ l)(2m-1 +1)/3 subgroups isomorphic to Q in A2(2m). Hence, there exist

[22<m-1)(22m-l)/3]2m-2(2m-1 + l)/[22m-3(2m+l)(2m"1 + l)/3] = 2m"1(2m-l)

subgroups of N3(2m) isomorphic to A2(2m), as required.

4.6 Proposition. Let N—N'(qm) e £>, (for i= 1, 2, or 3 ifq = 2) act irreducibly on

V, and let t/* = 9crL(V)(A).

1. Let q > 2, or q = 2 and N=N3(2m). Then

m

\U*\ = k(pk-\)-qm2 + 2mYl(q2u-l).
u = l

2. Letq = 2 and N=N'(2m),for i= 1 or 2. Then

m-l

\U*\ = ifc(/>fc— l)-2m" + m + 1(2m + (— l)1) fi (2a«— 1).
u=l

Proof. It is sufficient by Corollary 4.4 to show that

m

| Autz (A)| = qm2 + 2m IT (I2"' l)
u= i

in case 1 and
m-l

|Autz(A)| = 2m2 + "1 + 1(2m + (-l)i)n(22u-1)
u-l

in case 2, where Autz (N) is the group of automorphisms of N which fix each

element of 3(A). If Nx is an ^-subgroup of A of length 1, then A=A1x(£N(A1).

Hence it is clear that Autz (A) is transitive on the set of subgroups isomorphic to

A7!, and the subgroup of Autz (A) fixing Nx is the direct product Autz (Nx)

x Autz (&N(NX)). Now apply induction, noting that |Autz (Nx)\ =q3(q2-l), 8, or

24, in case 1, case 2 (¡= 1), and case 2 (i = 2) respectively (e.g., see (6.5)).

4.7 Corollary. Let I(N) be the group of inner automorphisms of N; let U=

9lGLm(N).  Then Autz (A)/Z(A)~ t//<A, A}  is isomorphic to a subgroup  B of

Sp(2m, q), the symplectic group of degree 2m over GF(q). In case 1, B = Sp(2m, q).

Proof. Use Lemma 3.2 (6), Lemma 4.3, Proposition 4.6, and \Sp(2m,q)\

=?m2re=1(?2u-l), [2, p. 147].

5. An estimate for r*(H), He 33,. Let H, N=N(qm), and A be transformation

groups of F which satisfy hypothesis 3.1, and let A be irreducible on V. Further,

let Abe represented as in (3.8), (3.9), and (3.11), and let o-, k, [/and U* be defined

as in 4.2. In §3, we derived a crude lower bound for r*(U*) which depended on a

study of the abelian subgroups of A. In this section, another type of estimate for

r*(U*) is discussed. This estimate shows that the groups of low rank occur in

relatively few cases, and these cases are discussed in detail in §§6-8. The results of

§§5-8 can be summarized in the following theorem.
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5.1 Theorem. Let H and N satisfy 3.1, and N be irreducible. Let U* = ^lruV)(N).

Then

1. /•*(£/*) g: 100, except possibly in the following cases:

in 1,2

all <9 all

2. r*(H)^9, except possibly in the following cases:

in

Ú63        ¿13        3,5 ¿25

3. r*(H) 2:4, except possibly in the following cases:

in

¿71 ¿7 4,7

4. /•*(//) 2:3, except possibly in the following cases:

¿47 3,7

5,7

4,7 ¿16

5.2 Lemma. //"A « irreducible, then

r*(TJ*\   >   «fc(9m-2)/„2m2 + 3m   ->   _lc(iim -(2m2 + 3m + 2»  > fl«m -(2m2 + 3m + 2)

whenever qm 5; 2m2 + 3m + 2.

Proof. There exist (pk"m — \)¡(pk- 1) points (i.e., one-dimensional subspaces) in

F, and every orbit of U* has length at most \U*\l(pk-l). Hence, r*(U*)

^(pk"m-l)l\U*\. From Proposition 4.6, \U*\ \k(pk-l)qm2 + 2m Uu = i(q2u-l)-

Since (pkqm-l)l(pk- 1) >/>"*»" "", it follows that:

(5.3) r*(U*) > pk«>m-»lkqm2 + 2m }/[ (i2"-l)-
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The proof follows by using the estimates k<pk,q<pk, and flu = 1 (<72"- l)<qmim + 1),

in (5.3).

The final estimate, ,-*(£/*) ><jfGm-<2"l2 + 3m + 2> gives good results for q^W and

miïl. For example, if qm=l\, then r*(U*)> ll4. In fact, the lemma shows that

r*(U*) is very large, except in a relatively few cases. These cases will be discussed

in §§6-8.

5.4 Corollary. r*(U*)^ 100 except in the following cases.

A. m=\, q<\\,

B. q = 3, m = 2, andpk = 4 or 1,

C. q = 2, m^4,

D. q = 2, m = 5, and pk = 3 or 5.

Proof. First, ^m-<2»>2 + 3m + 2)> j0q in the following cases: ^11, mal; q^S,

m^2; </ä3, m^4; and q^2, m 2:7. Next, applying (5.3) to the case q=3 and

m = 3 yields: r*(C/*)>/728,c//c-27-321-5. Since/7fc^4and/>'c/Â:^2,i-*(t/*)>425/263215

= (4/3)37(4/5)>29/5>102. For q = 3, m = 2, and pk^\6, then pk\kä24/4 = 4. So

(5.3) implies r*(i7*)>(167-4)/(27-38-5) = 223/38-5>(28/35)2-27> 100. For/>fc=13,

and k = \, (5.3) implies r*(i/*)>(13/6)8-(2/5)>29/5> 100.

Finally let q = 2. If m = 6, then from Lemma 5.2

r*(U*) > p>«6»l2go ä 362/290 > (9/8)30-9 > [(1+£)8]7,2-9 > 100.

liq = 2, m = 5, and/>fc£:7, then Lemma 5.2 implies

r*(U*) > 730/265 > (7/4)30/25 > 315/25 > 310 > 100.

The estimates of Lemma 5.2 can be improved in various ways. For example the

orbits of the points for the various stabilizers in A could be estimated separately.

Lemmas 5.5-5.7 are one result in this direction. Another possibility is to restrict

H to be a solvable subgroup of U*, in which case Huppert's analysis can be

applied to Z//A acting on A/3(A) (see Lemmas 5.8 and 5.9).

For N=N'(qr) in £> acting irreducibly on the vector space F (j—l, 2, or 3 if

q = 2), let T be the set of points (i.e., 1-spaces) x of V such that NX = 3(N); and let

\T\=g'r as in Definition 3.23. Further, let U*(Ni) = ytrLlV)(Ni(qr)) permute the

elements of T in u'r orbits (let u0 = 1). Let S'n be a stabilizer subgroup of A of length

n S r, and type i, for i = 1, 2, or 3 (if q=2).

5.5 Lemma. U* = U*(N j(qm)) permutes the set of points of V which have stabilizers

isomorphic to S'n (for 1 á n ¿ m) in u'm _ „ orbits.

5.6 Corollary. /"*(//*) = 2n = o 7nwm-n» where yn is the number of nonisomorphic

stabilizer subgroups of length n in A.

Proof. The lemma is true for n = m, from Lemma 3.21. Now let n<m. Let

N=NX (g • • • (g Nm, V= Vx (g • • ■ (g Fm ,where Nß acts on F„, the dimension of

Vu is q (\-¿p.-¿m) and Nx~- ■■~Nm^x~D if q = 2 andyV3. Let MX = NX <g ■ ■ •
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(g Nn act on W1 = V1®---<g> Vn, and let M2 = Nn+1 (g • • • (g A^m act on W2 =

Vn+1 <8> • • • <8> Fm. Let A* = SRrw^MJ, ft-1, 2.
Let S* =<**!,..., í!,}cMi, and for l¿ii¿n<m let Nu = (aíl, bu, 3(N)} where

aM and bu are qxq matrices whose entries are ^th-roots of 1 in F (this is possible

from (3.8) and (3.9), noting that NU~D if q = 2 and vV3). For each p., 1 ¿/x¿«,

there is a base {qv,ß}, 1 ¿v¿<7, for F„ such that a„ fixes the points Fijv>„ (1 ¿v¿^r),

and the elements in this base are permuted transitively by b (Lemma 3.21). Hence

Wx has a base {ev}, 1 ¿^¿^n, such that Fev is a fixed point of S*n. Moreover, the

fixed points of S'n in V= W1 (g W2 are distributed in the set of subspaces {Xv}

where Xv = ev® W2 for l¿v¿cn; and this set is permuted transitively by

ytv.(Sln). Since Sn is conjugate in U* to every other stabilizer subgroup J of N

of length n and type i from Lemma 3.18, it follows that every fixed point of / in

V occurs in an orbit with one of the points of X±.

Let Fv = {points x g Xv : Nx = S'n} for 1 ¿v¿gn;i.e.,x e Fvifand only ifx = £v(g v

for some point y e W2 such that (M2)y = 3(N). Since 3^^.(5^) permutes the set

{Fv} (l¿v¿cn) transitively, then the number of orbits under U* in which points

of (J Fv occur is equal to the number of orbits in T1 under 9^^.(5^) n U^x = U^

= (ytu-(Sin))Xl from Lemma 6.1 below. For let c e U* such that c(x) = x', for x and

x' g Fj. Then c e W^Sn), and since 9?„.(Si) permutes the set of disjoint subspaces

{Xv}, then c e UXl.

To prove the Lemma 5.5, it is sufficient to prove the following lemma.

5.7 Lemma. If ce (W(Sln))Xl then c\X^_ e U$.

Proof. With respect to the decomposition V— Xx © ■ ■ ■ ® A>, let

c = (oC °d)'

where C=c\X1 and c is a monomial semilinear matrix in qxq blocks since 3l(Si)

permutes the subspaces {Xv}. Let

1 ® A= (q     X   forheM2.

Then ce U* implies

,    ,      IC   0\/H   0\/C"1   0     \      ICHC-1   0\

Hence there exists /x g F such that p,'1CHC~1 e M2. Since /x is an entry in a

matrix in Mx, then /x'I=l (or pi = \ if q=2 and/=3), so ii/g3(M2) and CHC~l

g M2. Since A was arbitrary in M2, therefore C e Ug as required.

Note that 9l(S'n)Xl * A* ® Af. For example, let ?>2, m = 3, w = l, and let

M1 = M2 = <a, F>, as in (3.8). Let

«! = diag(l,a,a2,...,a«-1)   and   Aa = diag (1, 6, ..., b"'1).

Then

A^a® l-»fl(g) 1,   6<g l^è(g a-1,    l<ga^l(ga,    1 (g) 6-> a (g) ¿,
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and

h2:a® 1 ->a(g> 1,   b (g 1 -> b <g b~\    lgd^agia,    1 (g Z>-> 1 <g Z>,

so hx, h2 e W(Sn)Xl, but hx, h2 $ Uf (g U$.

Also note that if q = 2 then M2 must be the same type as A. For example, let

q = 2, A= N2(2m), r=\<m, and pk= 1 (mod 4). Then 52 is a stabilizer subgroup

of A. It is possible to imbed 52 in Mx~ Q, so M2~ D (g • • • (gZ) has type 1. But

g cannot be represented by matrices with entries ± 1 and 0. Hence, the proof of

Lemma 5.7 fails because p. is not necessarily in 3(A), so CHC'1 is not necessarily

in M2.

Next, let H be a solvable subgroup of U*. Let W=N¡3(N) and Hx = HßH(W).

Then from Lemma 3.2 IF is a 2/w-dimensional vector space over GF(q), and Hx

is a solvable irreducible group of linear transformations of W.

5.8 Lemma. 1. \HX\ | S|Autz(A)|/?2m, where 8=1 ifq = 2and8 = kifq>2.

2. \H\ \(kl$)(pk-\)q2m\Hx\.

Proof. Lemma 4.3.

Let Ax be a maximal normal abelian subgroup of Hx. We apply the analysis

of §2 to Hx on W, in order to estimate \HX\. Three cases arise. In case 1, Ax is

irreducible, so that \HX\\ 2m(q2m—\). In case 2, Ax is reducible and Z/! is vector

space imprimitive relative to some decomposition of W, W= Wx ©• • •© WTi,

where (Hx)w¡ is an irreducible group of semilinear transformations on the tx-

dimensional vector space Wt over GF(qk), l^i^rx, for kxtxrx=2m. Moreover,

Hx permutes the subspaces {fFt} transitively. In this case, \HX\ | rx\ |rZ,É1(^rfci)j''i. In

case 3, Ax is reducible but Hx is primitive. Let \AX\ —pki — 1, where kx\2m, so that

W\s a ii-dimensional space over GF(qki), where i1A:1 = 2w. If 6^^!) = ^! (case

3(»», than Ml *»(«*-!)•
If &Hl(Ax)j=Ax, let A/ be a minimal nonabelian normal subgroup of Hx con-

tained in (£Hl(Ax). Since Hx is primitive, either AZ is irreducible over GF(qki), or

M reduces IF to a sum of equivalent and hence faithful, irreducible subspaces.

In either case, M e § and M satisfies the condition of Lemma 3.2, for some prime

plt such thatpx\qki — 1. Moreoverpx\tx, and/?? | IZZ^.

5.9 Lemma. Let H be a solvable subgroup of U*, containing a normal irreducible

&-group N(qm). Let Hx = Hß(W) act irreducibly on W=NI3(N). Then one of the

following cases applies.

I. IZ/il |2»2(<72m-l),

II. \HX\ | rx\ |rZ.fl(^i)|ri,/or kxtxrx = 2m, andrx>\,

III. There exists a prime px such that px\((qki — \), tx), for kxtx = 2m; and p\ | \HX\.

Note that I includes cases 1 and 3(a). Moreover, kx>\ in II and III ifq = 2.

6. Case A (q>2, m = \). In this paragraph and the next, the cases A-D of

Corollary 5.4 will be analyzed. In fact, §§6 and 7 furnish the proof for Theorem 5.1.
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Let N=N(qm) e § be an irreducible linear group of length m acting on a vector

space F of dimension qm over the field F=GF(pk), whereq\pk- 1. Let U='ifîGUV)(N)

and U* = 9lrLm(N). Further let N= A <g • • • <g Nm and V= Vx <g • • • <g Vm, where

A/¡ g £ is an irreducible group of degree 9 acting on F¡ for l<f'_m. Let £/¡ =

^guvoM), so that A <g ■ • -0 Um=U- Let A he the group of nonzero scalar

operators of V, so that A~F*. Let 0 be the homomorphism from U* into rF2m(<7)

defined by the action of U* on N¡3(N). Then 8(U)^Sp2m(q) and the kernel of 8

in Í/ is <A, /4> from Lemma 4.3. Further, let </r be the homomorphism from

FF2m(#) onto PTL2m(q), and let p = </r0.

The following permutation lemma will be helpful in the subsequent analysis.

6.1 Lemma. Let & be a permutation group acting on a set S. Let G be a subgroup

of& which permutes the subset T<^S. Let H be a normal subgroup of @. For fixed

xeT,letTx = {yeT: Hx = Hy}. Finally, let /=9ÎG(A). Then:

1. the number of orbits in (Tx)a under G is equal to the number of orbits in Tx

under J.

2. \xa\ = \x}\ ■ [G : J], and hence \T°\ = \TX\ [G : J]. In particular

3. if H=G, then the number of orbits under G in (TX)G is \TX\/[J : Gx].

Proof. 1. Let {xj,..., {xn} be the disjoint orbits in F under G containing points

of Tx (for fixed x). Let the x¡ g Tx. The elements of {x¡} in Tx form suborbits

under J, for each i, since ./<= G. It is sufficient to prove that in each {x¡}, only one

such suborbit exists. I.e., if y e {x¡}, y e Tx, show that y~xt under J. Now there

exists g g G such that g(xt)=y, and HXi = Hu = Hx, so g e %lG(Hx)=J, as required.

2. |xG| = [G : GX] = [G : J][J : Gx] = |xJ|[G : J], since //<© implies GX^J and

hence GX=JX.

3. J¡GX acts regularly on Tx.

Case A: q>2, m=\. Let q>\ and m = \. The following is a specific repre-

sentation of U* (unique up to conjugacy in TL(V)), with respect to a basis B =

{eu ...,£,} for V. Let A e F he such that X"= 1, and A# 1. Define a, b, c, d,f and

g to be q x q matrices acting as left operators on V with respect to the base B, as

follows (let a matrix m have entries mi;, lúi, júq', let Si;=l if i=j (modq),

otherwise let 8W = 0).

(6.2) üij = SyA'-1;   bu = 81+1>i;   ci} = ASW;   di} = Si;c/„

where Í/J. = A0'-1)«! + Í-1)/2 so that dx = dj if and only if i=j or i=q-j+2, for 1 ¿i",

/'¿çî/^A*'-1'0'-1»; gii = 8ü_1)t+1J, so that (gu)ij = b'{i-1)t»-n,j, where t is a fixed

primitive (q— l)th-root of unity (modq). Finally, let o be the semilinear trans-

formation of V defined by a: (xu ..., x„) -> (x?,..., xj).

From the definitions (6.2), the following relations hold.

(6.3) a" = b" = c" = d" = I,    g9"1 = /,   f2 = tf^"""'2,

so fi=q2Ie A; ok=\. Further, ba = abc, dad~1 = a, dbd-1 = a~1bc-(,l + iw; gag-1
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= a\ gbg'1 = bt'1 ; faf'1 =b, fbf^1 = a_1 ; and oao~1=ap, aba~1 = b. In particular,

note that if gu =£ 1 for some u, then

(6.4) ^u«gu» nN^A,

and hence <gu> is conjugate to (a'b'g"} under N, for 1 ̂ i,j^q.

Let A=<a, b, c>, where <c>=3(A)<=y4. With respect to the basis (10) = <a> and

(01) = <¿>> of N¡A, it follows that

Hence, U=(a, b, d,f g, A} and (U,a} = U*. Since m=l, then Sp2(q) = SL2(q).

Note that p(U*)=PSL2(q) or PGL2(q) according as/7 is or is not a square (mod #),

respectively. In addition, 0(t/*) contains the scalars (mod ç) generated by {\/p, — 1},

or by {p, -1}, respectively. Since g"~1 = l, let g=gw~1)/2. Then 8(g)= -1 is the

unique element of order 2 in SL2(q).

The following information concerning U is helpful :

(6.6) Udb-' = c*r+i>»+«tf+iwv¿   and   (6'</y = c«%-M«-1>'iW,

for 1 ̂  i, jûq, where

W) = -[3j(j-l)i(i-\) + 2i2j(j-l)(2j-m2.

Hence (b'd) has order q, except in the case q = 3 and i= 1 or 2, in which case (¿>'i/)

has order 9. In addition, gidg'i = dt2i, so that gd=dg, (where g=g(q~1)l2).

6.7 Lemma. Lei x £ U and y e N fix a point veV. Then p(x) fixes the projective

point <j>.

Proof. A is irreducible.

The subgroups U*=> U=>(N, A~y=>A are all normal in {/*, so it is natural to ask

what splitting occurs in this chain.

6.8 Lemma. 1. The group UjA splits over <A, A) I A, with complement KjA, where

K=(d,f g, A). Any two complements of(N, A}/A are conjugate.

2. K=(d,f g, A} splits over A if and only if q= — 1 (mod 4) or p = 2. In fact,

let K=(d,eg,ßfy, where ß = (trace (d'1))'1 and e= + l as q=±l (mod 4), re-

spectively. Then K= KA and K n A = ( — e}.

Proof. 1. It is sufficient to note that K normalizes g=g<<,_1)'2 and to use Lemma

4.1. If K is another complement of A (mod A), then KjA~SL2(q), and hence K

contains a normal involution of the form xg, for xe(N,A}, since 8(g)=—I

£ SL2(q). Therefore, Âf=9î„«xg» is conjugate to K since <xg> is conjugate to <g>.

A similar proof shows that %lauv)(N)IA splits for N=N(qm) e$,ifq>2.

2. SL2(q) can be generated by three elements, 5, F, T, subject to the relations

59=1, V~1SV=St\ Viq-1)l2 = T2 = (STf = (TV)2=z, with the extra relation

(StTV)3=z when q=\ (mod 4), where z2=l and <z> is the center of <5, V, T)
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[5, p. 95]. Moreover, 8(d~1), 8(g~1) and 8(f) satisfy these relations for S, V, and

F, respectively, with z = 8(g). Therefore, K=(d,fig, A} splits over A if and only

if there exist elements au a2, a3, and a4 in GF(pk) such that S=a1d'1, V=a2g'1,

T=a3f and z=a±g satisfy the above relations. However, gd~1g'1 = (d~1)t2 and

P = (fg~1)2=qg- In addition, (d~1f)3 = yg, so

y = [(¿-m,i =   2   A~(i~J)2'2 = 12 x~12'2 = ?trace(J_1)-
0SÍ.ÍE9-1 > = 0

Similarly, (i/_i/g""1)3=^-trace (dl)g. Therefore, olf . ..,a« must satisfy: a? = l,

ai = öi2 (and hence ^ = 1 if <7>3, from the definition of i)> fl&*-1)'a = a\q = a\a3q

=a%q ■ trace (d~x) = a±, and (a2a3)3q ■ trace (Ji) = a4 if />k = l (mod 4). Hence, a3

= (trace (d'1))'1 and a\ = a\=\. Moreover by computation

(traced'))2 = Í2 A"<;2/2)   =       2      A-'«2^'2.
\í = 0 / OS/.káü-l

From [7, Theorem 64, p. 46], with e=±l as q=±\ (mod 4), respectively, the

number of solutions (/ k) in GF(q) for the equation — i(j2 + k2)/2 = x is q — e or

<7 + (<7— 1)« as x^O or x = 0, respectively. Thus, (trace (di))2=qe (for 0</<^r),

since(l + A+---+A"-1) = 0.

Returning to the a's, it follows that a4 = e, a\ = \ and so a2 = e. Hence for these

values of au..., a4, S, V, and F generate SL2(q) if q=-l (mod 4), since z = £^

centralizes S, V, and F. However, if q= 1 (mod 4) and/? ^¿2 then £=1, and the extra

relation (5'FF)3 = z is not satisfied, since (a2a3)3q tr (dl) = tr(dl)\tr (d~x). The

equation i2\2=-j2t\2 has <? + (#-1)(-1)=1 solution (namely i=j=0) in GF(^)

from [7, p. 46], since — t is a nonsquare. It follows that trace (i/_1)= —trace (¿/').

Therefore, K does not split over A if q=\ (mod 4) and p^2 but <S, V,T}nA

= <-!>•

In the following paragraphs, various stabilizer subgroups of U for points (i.e.,

one-dimensional suspaces) of V are determined, and the corresponding orbital

structure is discussed. In the remainder of §6 and in §7, all groups will be understood

to be factor groups (mod A), and group elements will be cosets (mod A). As usual

points denote 1-spaces of V.

1. Let J=(a), (i.e., J=(a, A}/A). Then J fixes exactly the points of the base

F={fi!,..., £„}, (i.e., J fixes the 1-spaces Felt..., Feq). Let J1 = (aibi}. Then J1 is

conjugate to / in U (for / and Fj correspond to points of the projective line on

which p(U)=PSL2(q) operates transitively), and so J1 fixes exactly q points.

Moreover, if J^Ji, then J and F fix no point in common since N=(J,J{) is

irreducible. Hence, there are 9(9+1) points which have nontrivial stabilizer sub-

groups in N. Since b permutes {su ..., eq} transitively, these q(q+l) points lie in

one orbit under U. The stabilizer of one such point, say eu is USi = {a, d, g>.

2. The fixed points of <c/> are ey and the points of the (q-1)/2 two-dimensional

spaces <£„ £,-i+2>, for i = 2, 3,..., (q+\)¡2.
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6.9 Lemma. LetJ=(d,guy, where u\q— 1 but u^q—l. Then J fixes only the points

•i, except in case u = (q—\)¡2, i.e., gu=g. In this case, J fixes the additional

(2,p-l)(q-1)12points ex±eq_i+2,for i=2,..., (?+l)/2.

Proof. Suppose gu fixes v = vxei + v2eq_ii_2, for vx, v2eF. Since g" = (S(i_i)t«+iFy)

^1, gu has no nonzero diagonal terms except the first. Hence it follows that

vi = ± v2 and that gu interchanges the two components of v, i.e., that

(gu)i,i-i+2 = S(i-i)i"+i,9-i+2 / 0   and   (gu)s-f+2,i = S(?_i+1)t«+lii # 0.

These conditions imply that (i—\)(tu + \)=Q (mod*/). Since i—1^0 (modi/), it

follows that tu= — 1 (mod q) and hence u = (q—1)/2.

6.10 Corollary. Lei K=(d, g,f). Then K fixes a point of V if and only ifq=3.

Ifq = 3, then K fixes exactly the point v = e2 — e3. Moreover, K—Uv and \vu\=9.

Proof. If q> 3, then g^=g and hence (d, g} fixes only ex. But ex is not fixed by/,

and hence not by K. If q = 3, then <é/, g> fixes £j and £2 ± £3. Of these, / fixes only

v = e2 — £3. Moreover, K= Uv, since any subgroup of U which properly contains K

also contains N, and N is irreducible.

6.11 Corollary. 1. Letq>3. Then the group (d,g} is the stabilizer subgroup for

the points £j±£,-i+2, 2^i^(q + \)/2. These points occur in (2,p—l) orbits of

length q2(q2-\)\2.

2. Let q = 3. Then the group (d, g} is the stabilizer subgroup for the point e2 + e3

if and only if p #2. Ifp^2, then e2-\-e3 occurs in an orbit of length 36.

Proof. Let x e{ex±eQ_t+2}, for 2^i'^(#+l)/2, and let /= Ux. Then Jz(d,g}.

Since p((d, g}) is the maximal subgroup of PSL2(q) containing p(d), then p(Z) = <i/>

from Lemma 6.9. Suppose /n N=(aibi} for some i, /'. Then <aièi> = <a> from

(6.5). Therefore, Ux = (d,g), except in the case q = 3. In this case, UV = K, for

v = e2 — e3. To complete the proof, note that 9tv((d, g)) = (d, g}.

3. Next we determine the points x for which Ux=(d). We have considered the

stabilizer conjugacy classes containing K=(d,fi g}, <a, d, g>, and <jd, g}. Note that

q groups from each of these classes contain <<Z>, namely the conjugates under <a>.

The only other possibilities for stabilizer subgroups containing <rf> are the groups

J—^d, a'b'g"'}, for some integers i, j, u, with u^O. If j¥=0, then the commutator

[d, (aiblgu)~1] = ait:"'dt2''-1 (mod A) implies aeJ,so that J=(a, d, g}. lfj=0, then

J is conjugate to <J, gu> under <a>, and hence /fixes some point only if gu=g.

If 9 = 3, then (1) and (2) above account for 3 + 3(2,/?-1) fixed points of (d),

whose stabilizers are conjugate to K, <a, d, g}, or (,d,g}. The remaining pk + 2—

(3 + 3(2, p -1)) —pk -1 - 3(2, p -1) fixed points of <íi> must have <¿/> as stabilizer.

These points occur in [pk—1 — 3(2,/?—1)]/6 orbits of length 72, since

[yiu((d)) : (d}] = 6. This proves the first part of the following lemma.
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6.12 Lemma. The following tables summarize the structure of the orbits under U

which contain fixed points oj\d}.

q A number of orbits

K=<[d,f,g)
5R«d» = <o, d, g>

<d,g>

<d}

9

12

36y*

72

1

1

y*

[/>*-!-3(2, p-l)]/6

* y = (2, p — 1) — 1, so y=l if'p¥"2, and y = 0 if p = 2.

q > 3 A |x"| number of orbits

5R«rf» = <a, ¿, g>

?2(?a-l)/2

<72(<72-l)

1

(2,p-l)

[pk-l-q(2,p-l)]l2q

Proof. The proof for q>3 is similar to that for q = 3. As above, the possible

choices for Ux which contain d are {d}, (d, g}, <a, d, g}, and their conjugates.

The groups (d, g} and <a, i/, g> are stabilizer groups from 1 and 2. They and their

conjugates account for q + (2, p — l)q(q —1)/2 of the fixed points of <úf>. The

remaining points have <û?> as stabilizer.

6.13 Corollary. 1. If Ux^(d}, then xu'=xu.

2. The points x for which Ux = (d} occur in at least [pk—\—q(2,p—\)]¡2kq

orbits under U*.

Proof. The element a fixes the points e1 and £i±£a_i + 2, for /¿ 2 ¿ (í¡r +1)/2, for

which the stabilizers in U are <a, d, b} and (d, g} (or K if q = 3), respectively.

Let v = e2 + vieq, for v a primitive root of F, satisfy Uv = (d}. Then a':v^

£2 + viA-2,£g, <g>/<g> sends v into the (q—1)/2 fixed 2-spaces of <i/>, and g: r^

Ea + v-1^. Hence the orbits with <é/> as stabilizer are in one-to-one correspondence

with the classes {/, -/}(mod (pk— l)lq),for 1 ¿/¿[/>fc— 1 -q(2, p — \)]¡2q, under the

mapping £: (e2 + vie«)-*"{'"> —¡"}, where i' = i (mod(pk—\)jq). The element a

permutes these classes, a: {/, —/} -> {/>/, —/?/} (mod (pk-\)¡q), and a performs the

corresponding permutation of the orbits having <</> as stabilizer.

4. Having determined the stabilizers for the fixed points of <J> and its conjugates,

including (.a'd} for 1 ¿¿¿#, we now investigate the fixed points of the remaining

elements, aWd with yV 0, of dN.

6.14 Lemma. Let J=(bd}. Then 3tv(J) = (a, bd, xgz}, where r = (q-1)/(3, q- 1)

and x is some element in <F>.

6.15 Corollary. 1. The subgroups (a'b'd), for l¿í, jíkq, form \+(3,q—\)

conjugacy classes under U, with representatives <rf>, and (Jbt>zdy,for j=\, 2, 3.
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2. Groups (bl"dy for j=\, 2, 3, are conjugate in U* (under <j), unless 3\q— 1 and

q\p(.i-iv3_ j; m wnicn case these groups represent three distinct classes.

Proof of Lemma 6.14. mv(J)^(a, b, g, d), and WV(J) n N=(a) from (6.5).

Hence ytu(J) = (a,bd,xg1') for some xe(b) and some integer t. From the re-

lations satisfied by b,d, and g, bigi(bd)g-ib-i = bi + t~idt2,b-i = ait2'bt~idt2'. On the

other hand, (bdf2'= a-t2'«2l-1)l2bt2'dt2', so that by'e mv(J), if and only if 3/=0

(mod q— 1) and i'= — (t2i—1)/2 (mod q). Hence in the above description of ^lu(J),

r = (q-l)l(3,q-\).

Proof of Corollary 6.15. The subgroups (a'd), for l^i&q, form one conjugacy

class in U, and the remaining subgroups form (3, q— 1) classes, as in the proof of

Lemma 6.14. If 3\q— 1, then it is easily checked that the groups (btnd),j= 1, 2, 3

are not conjugate under (b, g>, and hence represent distinct classes in U.

2. Exactly as in Lemma 6.14, b'g'a' e 9?(Z) for some i, j and r if and only if

pr = t3u (mod q) for some u. Clearly solutions for i and y exist if 3\r. If 3\q— 1 and

ifp("~1)/3 = 1 (mod q), then tfg'o e 9?(/) for some i and/', and hence the three classes

represented by (bl>'d)>, j=\, 2, 3, are preserved by U*. Otherwise, these classes

collapse to one class under U*.

6.16 Lemma. Let J=(bd). Then: 1. J fixes q points, unless q = 3 and 9\pk—l, in

which case J fixes no points.

2. If J has fixed points, then these fixed points lie in one orbit of length

q2(q2-1)1(3, q-I) under U.

3. The fixed points of the groups (b'd), 1 íkiúq, occur in the following number of

orbits under U* :

(i) no orbits ifq = 3 and 9\pk— 1 ;

(ii) at least 3 orbits if3\q-1 andq\piq-1)l3- 1 ;

(iii) otherwise, one orbit.

Proof. 1. Let x = 2í'=i *>£f#0 in Vx and let y — bd(x) = Jj^x xi + 1c/i+1£j. Then

y = p.x for some p in F if and only if

(6.17) pxt = xi + xdi+x   for 1 á í ^ q.

There exist solutions for (6.17), namely

i + i

n
i = 2

(6.18) xi+1 = ft' W dj 1xx   for 1 á i < ?, and xx = 1,

if and only if /x« = rjj-a 4 From (4.2),

q (g+D/2

1^ =  ]       a«'-»«"^-»'2 = Ar,
; = 2 ) = 2

for r=q(q2- l)/24. If </^3, then r = 0 (mod 9), and (6.18) defines the q fixed points

of (fid), for /^ £ <A>. If q = 3, then rsl (mod 3), and hence (6.18) defines the 0 or
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3 fixed points of (bdy, as p.3 = X has no solutions, or 3 solutions, respectively, for

P- in F.

2. Now suppose <bd} has q fixed points, one of which is x. Then Ux is conjugate

to (bd, xg1}. First, A n N<=A, since <c> permutes the q fixed points of <W>

transitively, and from Lemma 6.7. Next, (bdy is contained in no complement K

of N; for if so, then Fis conjugate to K=(d,f g>, and hence (fidy is conjugate to

<í/>, which is false. Finally, A — %l((bdy) since 9í(/d<í/>) is the unique maximal

proper subgroup of PSL2(q) containing p(d). Hence A is conjugate to (bd, xg')

under <a>. It follows that the fixed points of (Jbdy lie in one orbit of length

q2(q2-\)l(3,q-\).

3. If 3\q— 1, then (¿'i/)«=l, for 1 ¿¿¿g from (6.6). Hence each group (bldy is

completely reducible, and so fixes at least q points of V. Further, the fixed points

of each conjugacy class of these groups contribute at least one orbit under £/*.

The number of classes under U* is determined in Corollary (6.15).

5. Now consider stabilizers of the fixed points of <g> and <g>, where g =
„(5-D/2

6.19 Lemma. 1. The group <g> fixes the points of the two-dimensional space

JFi = Oi> £2H-1-£„>, and the following additional points: v=Ji1=2 v^for vt¡+1 = p.',

1¿í¿?—1, where pß~1 = \ and p^=l.

2. The group <g> fixes the points of the (q+\)¡2-dimensional space

<£!,£, + !+£,_, + ! : 1 ¿ i ¿ (q-l)¡2y.

And if p¥=2, then (¿y fixes the points of the (q—\)\2-dimensional subspace

<ei+1-eq-i+1 : 1 ¿ ¿¿(<?-l)/2>.

Proof. From the definitions (6.2).

6.20 Lemma. The group (J'} fixes exactly (2,p—l) or 0 of the fixed points of g in

W1 = (e1, £2+ • • ■'+£„>, as q is or is not a square in F, respectively.

Proof. Let x = v1e1 + v2 21 £¡, for v1 and v2eF. Then f:x^-y, where y =

(vi + (q—l)v2)e1 + (v1 — v2) 21 E¡- Since/fixes no points of <a> or of <è> from (6.5)

and Lemma 6.7, then v2=£0, and v2^vr. Let v2=l. Then/fixes x if and only if

v1¡v2 = v1 = (v1 + (q-\))l(ví-\), if and only if v21-2v1-(q- 1) = 0 in F. If p = 2,

then Vi = 0 is the unique solution. If p ^ 2, then from the quadratic formula there

exist 2 or 0 solutions as q is or is not, a square in F. If solutions exist, they are

v1 = l±q112.

6.21 Lemma. Let q=3.If3isa square in F and ifp^2, then </> is the stabilizer

subgroup in U for exactly two points of V and these two points occur in one orbit

of length 54. Otherwise, </> is the stabilizer for no point of V.

Proof. From Corollary 6.10, </> always fixes x = e2 — e3, if q = 3, and UX = K.

If p = 2, then/fixes no further points of V.
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If/?7^2, then from Lemma 6.20,/fixes 2 or 0 additional points, as 3 is or is not

a square in F, respectively. If 3 is a square, let X! and x2 be the two additional fixed

points. Then Ux¡n N=l, for i=l, or 2 from Lemma (6.7). Moreover, f2= g

implies UXi^K, so either Ux¡ = (f), or |Ux¡\ =8, for i'= 1 and 2. The latter case is

impossible, because 9l(Ux¡)IUx¡ must act nontrivially on the set {xx, x2}. Hence

UXl=UX2 = (f). Further, 9îK«/>) has order 8, and hence interchanges xx and x2.

Therefore, xx and x2 occur in one orbit of length 54.

Since 9î«/>) n N<^A, </> is conjugate to every subgroup of order 4 in U.

Hence, no subgroup of order 8 is a stabilizer subgroup. Therefore, in the case q = 3,

the only stabilizer subgroups J such that 4 | |Zj, are </>, K, and their conjugates.

6.22 Lemma. Let q> 11. If x is fixed by g, then either Ux = (g}, Ux = (f, g>, or

Ux is conjugate to (a, d, g).

Proof. Since q>\l, the maximal subgroups of PSL2(q) which contain p(g) are

(fig}" and (d,g)°. If</^ 11, then p(g) may be contained in subgroups isomorphic

to Ai, S4, or A5, the alternating and symmetric groups.

Hence, in addition to the groups mentioned in the lemma, only groups of the

form Jx = (a'b'd, g) and J2 = (aibif,g'), for lái, jéq, need be considered. It is

easily checked from (6.2)-(6.6) that either Jv n A/ 1 and so /v is conjugate to

(a, d, g}, for v= 1 and 2, or that J2 = (f, g}.

6.23 Lemma. Let q > 11. The following table summarizes the orbital structure

under U of the fixed points of (g) which lie in Vx, the unique two-dimensional sub-

space of fixed points of g.

Ux number of orbits

q > 11 (a, d,g)

<f,g>
(g>

q(q+l)

r,-q3(q+l)l2*

q3(q+\)

1

*?(2,/>-l)*

[/?*-!-,,(2,/?-1)]/2

* i)= 1 ifq is a square in F, ij = 0 otherwise.

6.24 Corollary. 1. Let (fig) be a stabilizer subgroup andpi=2. Then a com-

bines the 2 orbits for which (f g) is the stabilizer into one orbit, if and only if

VqtGF(p).
2. There exist at least [pk— l—r¡(2,p—l)]l2k orbits in U* with stabilizer (g).

Proof of Lemma 6.23. Of the fixed points of g, one each is fixed by <a> and (by,

and r¡(2,p-l) are fixed by/ The remaining fixed points are permuted in orbits

oflength 2 by %„«£» = <£,/>.

Proof of Corollary 6.24. 1. Let x, = (l +(-l)V2>i + 2'=2 «y, for i'=l and 2, be

the points fixed by </ g}, as in Lemma 6.20. Then (1 +(- l)fy1/2)p= 1 +(- Vfq7"2,

and qpl2= ±q112 according as q1'2 e GF(p) or q112 $ GF(p), respectively. Hence a

fixes or interchanges xx and x2, respectively, in these two cases.
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2. At worst, a permutes the orbits with stabilizer <g> in cycles of length k.

Next, if q>3, Lemma 6.1 is used to estimate the number of orbits among the

fixed points of <g> which have not been accounted for above. In Lemma 6.1, let

G = K, let H=(N,gy, and let Fbe the set of fixed points of g. Let \T\=r^ Then

„Wi + l)/2 _ 1 nk(q - l)/2 _ 1

(6-25) ,1=/L___+ /____,

from Lemma 6.19, where y = (2,p— 1)— 1. Of these r1 points, r2=q+l are fixed

by the q+l conjugates of <a>, and r3 = (2,p—\)(q2—\)¡2 additional points are

fixed by the q+l conjugates (in K) of <rf>. The fixed points of (b'dy are not fixed

by g, 1 ¿'¿?. However, if q> 11 then Lemmas 6.22 and 6.23 account for thepk— 1

additional points in the two-dimensional space Wx of fixed points of g. Thus the

q(q+l)/2 conjugates of <g> in K account for ri = (pk—l)q(q+l)/2 additional

points. Thus r fixed points of <g> have not been accounted for, where r =

ri~(r2 + r3) if 3<#¿ 11, and r = r1-(r2 + r3 + ri) ifq> 11.

6.26 Lemma. Let q> 3. Then the r fixed points of g which have not been considered

in the previous lemmas, occur in at least

9„k<«-l)/2
ft._   -^   "}nk(3-9>/2   ^   ->„fc(a-9>/2

kq(q2-l)

orbits under U*.

> 2pk(q-9}12 > 2qk

Proof. If x is one of the r remaining fixed points of <g>, then A = F. For other-

wise, A n N^ 1, and x is one of the r2 excluded points. Hence, the number of

orbits in which these r points occur under U is determined by K. Since at least g

fixes each point, it follows that these points occur in at least 2r\\K\=2r\q(q2—l)

orbits under U, and at least 2r/kq(q2—l) orbits under U*. It is now sufficient to

show that:

(6.27) pm-3)ia ä r2 + /-3 + r4   if q > 11,

or

(6.28) ppa-tm g r2 + r3   if 3 < q ¿ 11.

For <7>11, r2 + r3 + ra(q+l) + (q2-l) + (pk-l)q(q+l)l2=q(q+l)(pk+l)l2

<p3k. Since q > 11,   pk(q~3)/2 >p3k, so (6.27) is proved.

If 3<g¿ll, then r2 + r3^q(q+1); moreover, pk(Q~3)l2}tq(q+l), and hence

(6.28) is proved, if 0 = 7 or ll.lfq = 5, then r2 + r3 = 6 + (2,p- 1)12, and ̂ t-^i2=pk_

In this case, pk > 16 implies (6.28), but (6.28) is false for pk = 11 or 16. However, the

lemma is still true even if (6.28) is false, as follows.

If 0 = 5 andpk= 11 or 16, then the lemma states that the r remaining fixed points

of <g> occur in at least 3 or 2 orbits, respectively, under U*. The original estimate

of at least 2r/kq(q2— 1) orbits is sufficient to prove the lemma if pk= 16, but not if

pk=ll. If />fc= 11, then since 5 is a square (mod 11), Lemma 6.20 implies that
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there exist three fixed points of (g} in Vx, x, for /= 1, 2, 3, such that </ g>^ UXi

n UX2, but </, g>$LX3, and such that Ux.nN^A (i=\, 2, 3). This last fact

implies that UX¡ = KX¡ (i'=l, 2, 3), since K=9lu((g)).

Suppose that ZvXl is isomorphic to Kxr Then KX3 contains a subgroup 7 of

order 8 which contains (g), and hence/=</g> = 9îc«g», which is false. There-

fore, xx and x3, and similarly x2 and x3, occur in distinct orbits. Finally, suppose

X! and x2 occur in the same orbit. Since (f, g)cKXl, then KXi = KX2 and |/v*J = 8

or 24. In either case, %lu(KXi) = KXl, yet yi(KXl) must interchange xx and x2, which

is impossible. Therefore, »i, x2, and x3 occur in three distinct orbits under U.

6. Finally, let us consider the points which are fixed by none of the stabilizer

subgroups discussed above.

6.29 Lemma. Let q>3. Then the s points of V which are fixed by none of the

groups (a), (d), (bd), (g} or their conjugates occur in at least

(6.30) p^-^lkq5 > p^"-1' > q"-7

orbits under U*, except in the case q = 5 and pk= 11. In this case, the s points of V

form at least 4 orbits under U*.

Proof. Let s = (pkq—l)l(pk—l) — sx, where sx is the number of points fixed by

(a), (bd), (g}, and their conjugates. From Lemma 6.1,.these sx points consist of

the following: (\)q(q+1) points with stabilizer conjugate to (a, d,g);(2)rx — (q+\)

points fixed by (¿} but not by any element of A (where rx is the number of points

fixed by g, as in Lemma 6.26); hence q2(rx — (q+1)) points in addition to those of

(1), fixed by one of the q2 conjugates of (g); (3) similarly,

[pk-\-q(2,p-\)]q(q2-\)!2

points having as stabilizer one of theq(q + 1) conjugates of (d) (see Lemma 6.12);

(4) finally, q2(q2— l)/(3, q— 1) points with stabilizer conjugate to (bd).

Hence

sx = q(q+l)+q2(ri-(q+l)) + [pk-l-q(2,p-l)]q(q2-W

+q2(q2-\)l(3,q-\) S q(q2-\)[pk+q-3]l2+q2rx Ú pik+q2rx.

First assume q ̂ 7. Then (6.31) and (6.25) imply

s = (pkq-\)l(pk-\)-sx

>   pk(q - 1) _|_ pk(,q - D/2/"pk(q - 3)/2 _ „2)

/ nk(q - l)/2 _ 1\

(6.32) +^P {pk_x)   )(pm-*l2-q2(2,p-\))-pik

(9-D/2

= pKi-D_pikjr    2    aipki,
i = 0

where

a«-i)i2=PM"-3)l2-q2   and   a, = pWq-3)l2-q2(2,p-\),
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for O¿/<(0-l)/2. Since \U*\ =kq3(q2- l)<kq5, in order to prove (6.30), it is

sufficient to show that s^pk(q'1). From (6.32), it is sufficient to prove that fljSO,

for O¿('¿(0-l)/2, and that a3^pk (this takes care of the term (-plk)). Since

û(3-d/2^ûo> and a¡ = a0 for O¿/<(0- l)/2, it is sufficient to prove that a0— pk^0,

i.e., that

(6.33) pk^-3)'2-q2(2,p-l)-pk ^0.

This is clear for 0>7, since q<pk. If 0 = 7, first let pk = 8. Then (6.33) becomes:

82 - 72 - 8 >: 0. Next, ifpk # 8, then/?* > 40, and (6.33) becomes :pk(pk -l)-q2(2,p-l)

>: I6q2 — 2q2>0 as required.

Finally, let0=5. Returning to (6.31), Sl^60(pk+2) + 25(p2k + (2,p-l)(pk+l))

¿25/>2fc+110pk+l70. It is easily checked that s^pik for/?fc>:31, as required. If

pk= 11, thens= 12,000ands¡kq3(q2-l) = 4. Ifpk= 16, thens = (l65-l)l(l6-l)-s1

= 15163. Hence, s¡kq3(q2-l)=s¡4-53-24^ 15-163/15-16-50=256/50>5, as re-

quired.

6.34 Theorem. Let 0 = 3, m=l.  The following table summarizes the orbital

structure under U.

p = 2 Stabilizer

<a, d, gy

k = ig, djy

<dy

<bdy

<gy
i

Number of Orbits

1

1
(pk-4)¡6

V*

(Pk-4)ll2

(p2k-20pk + 64-72v)l2l6

Length of

orbits

12

9

72

72v*

108

216

1 if9\pk-\, v = 0if9\ph-l.

P*2 Stabilizer

<a, d,gy

k = id, gjy

<g,dy

<d>

<bd>

</>
<£>

1

Number of Orbits

1

1

1

Ofc-7)/6

V*

T**

(/>*-7-6x)/12

(p2k-2Qpk + 9l-12v)ßl6

Length of

orbits

12

9

36

72

72./

547

108

216

* v=\if9\pk— 1, v = 0if9\pk—\; **t=1 or0as3 is or is not a square

in F, respectively.
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Proof. Since 0 = 3, then g=g. The information about the stabilizers (a, d, g>,

K=(d,g,fy, (d,gy, (dy, (bdy, and </> comes from Lemmas 6.12, 6.16, and

6.21. As in the proof of Lemma 6.26, of the pk + (2,p— 1) fixed points of <g>,

0+1=4 have stabilizers conjugate (in K) to (a, d, g>; similarly, 1 point for K,

4((2, p— 1)— 1) points for (d, g>, and 6t points for </> (if p¥=2). From the proof

of Lemma 6.21, no subgroup of U of order 8 is a stabilizer subgroup, since 0 = 3.

Hence the remaining (pk— 1-3(2,p—l)-6r) fixed points of <g> have <g> as

stabilizer. These points are permuted in orbits of length 12 by F=9î«g». Finally,

the remaining points of V have stabilizer 1, and occur in orbits of length | U | = 216.

Incidentally, if p^2, then r=l if and only if either k is even or p=l or 11

(mod 12) (e.g., [16, (5-4), p. 69]).

6.35 Corollary. Let q=3 and m=l. The following table summarizes the orbital

structure of U*, for pk ¿67. The table includes all cases for which U* has less than

20 orbits.

0 = 3, m = I.

4   7   13    16    19    25    31   37   43      49       61       64       67

number of

orbits under

U*(U) 2   3    5    4(5)   7    8(9)   11   15   17   15*(21)   29   11*(31)   33

* indicates the lower estimates for the number of orbits under U*.

Proof. The number of orbits under U and U* differ in case k>l, due to the

action of a. The figures in the table are exact, except for pk = 49 and 64, in which

case the estimates for r*(U*) are calculated as follows. E.g., if /»fc = 64, then the

orbital structure under U is as follows:

number of orbits 1 1 10 1 13 total 31

stabilizer <a,d,gy    k    <</>    (bdy    <g>     i

Since k = 6, the points with stabilizer <</>, in U occur in at least 3 orbits under

U* (the smallest partition of 10 into a sum of terms each of which divides 6 has

3 terms). Similarly, the points with stabilizer <g> or 1 in U occur in at least 2 orbits

or 3 orbits under U*, respectively. Hence, U* has at least 11 orbits.

Finally, if pk>67, the number of orbits under U* is at least

n2fc _fc      nk

23-33-k ~ k 23-33

Since 3|0»fc-l) and pk>64, then pk¡k^2s¡%=25; hence, p2k¡33-i-k^4pk¡33.

Moreover, 4pfc/33>20 if pk>33-5 = 135. If 67<Jpfc<135 and 3\pk-l, then k=l.

In this case, r*(C/*)>/>2fc/23-33>20, since pk = 73.
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6.36 Theorem. Let q>3 and m= 1 and let H be a solvable subgroup of U*. The

following table lists lower estimates for r*(U*) and r*(H), in the cases q = 5 and

pk=\\ or 16, andq = l andpk = 8. In all other cases r*(U*)^200 andr*(H)^600.

Case q = 5,pk=\[ 4 = 5,/?*= 16 <7 = 7,/?* = 8 all other cases

r*(U*) ^

r*(H) è

12

19

12

20

11

26

200

600

Proof. The information in the special cases for U* follow from Lemmas 6.12,

6.16, 6.26, and 6.29. In these cases, by the estimate of Lemma 6.29, there exist at

least pk(q-[) I kq5 orbits under U*. Formal 1, pk{q~ »¡kq5 >qi>\0i. For q = 7 and

pk ^ 29, /?«« - »¡kq5 ^p5k¡l5 > 45 = 210. Finally if q = 5, let pk ä 31 but pk ¿ 81. Then

/?*7£è minimum (28/8, 31/1) = 31, and /?fc(9 "xV^5 > 314/55 > (30/5)3 = 216. If/>* = 81,

then pk(q - »¡kq5 > 804/4 • 55 = 214/5 > 2".

To estimate r*(H), we refine the estimates of /•*(£/*) contained in Lemmas

6.12, 6.16, 6.26, and 6.29. As above, Lemmas 6.12 and 6.16 account for at least

4, 4, 3 orbits in the estimate of /•*(//) for the three special cases of the table,

respectively. Next replace the estimate of Lemma 6.29, s¡k ■ q3(q2 — 1), by the estimate

s/kq2\Hx\, where

I: \HX\ | 2(q2-l), II: \HX\ | 2(q-\)2, III: \HX\ | 48, from Lemma 5.8 (in case

III, AZs Q, the group of quaternions, and Z/iC^^O)). Hence, \HX\ Ú2(q2- 1).

For the 3 cases in the table, s= 12,000, sèl5-163, and i§86, respectively, and

s¡2kq2(q2- 1)^10, 13, 19, respectively.

A similar improvement results from replacing the estimate 2r¡\K\ of Lemma 6.26

by2r¡\Hx\ ^r/k(q2— 1) (note that g e Hx if Hx is maximal, hence the extra factor 2).

For the 3 cases of the table, rx = 145, 273, 585; r2 = 6, 6, 8; r3 = 24, 12, 24; r= 115,

255, 553; and hence the r points occur in at least 5, 3, 4 orbits, respectively.

Finally, the entries in the table are the sums of the above estimates.

For the remaining cases, not listed in the table, r*(H)^pMq~»¡2kql implies

/■*(//) ̂600.

6.37 Theorem. Let q>2 and m=\, and let H be a solvable subgroup of U*. Then

r*(E/*)al0 only if q = 3 andpk^25; and r*(H)^20 only if q = 3 andpk^64, or
q = 5 andpk^ 16.

7. Case B (q = 3, m = 2). Let q = 3, and m = 2, so that A=A(32), acting on F

of dimension 9 over F. Let V= Vx (g F2 and let B¡ be a basis for V¡ (i= 1,2), where

Bx = {ex, e2, £3} and B2 = {rjx, r)2, 7)3}. Further, let A={e¡ <g t¡,}, l^i,j^3, he a basis

for V. Let N=NX (g A2, where Nt is represented on F¡ with respect to Zí¡ by A¡

= (a,b,c), as defined in (6.2) above, for i=\, 2. Similarly, let Ui = (Ni,d,fig),

i= 1, 2. For x £ (a, b, c, d,f, g), let xx = x (g 1 and x2= 1 (g x in Î/=9ÎG1(V)(A).

Let g*=gxg2=g (g g, recalling that g=g since q = 3. To simplify the notation,
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we drop the * and denote g* simply by g. Finally, let L = (N, g>. We continue to

assume that the groups under discussion are factor groups (mod A), and we neglect

the distinction between a point v = Fe in V and the generating element £ of V.

If xgA, then gxg~1 = x~1 (mod A), so that 9(g)=-\ in Sp(4, 3). Hence,

L=(N,gy is normal in U, and <g> is normal in U/N^Sp(4, 3). Let F=9îu«g».

Then Kn N=l (mod A) and hence F is a complement for A in F (mod A), so

that K~Sp(4, 3). In this section, Lemma 6.1 is applied to F in order to exhibit at

least four orbits which have nontrivial stabilizers in F.

7.1 Lemma. The fixed points of g comprise the five-dimensional space (with respect

to B) spanned by

(100) <g (100),   (100) (g (011),   (011) (g (100),   (010)<g(010) + (001)(g(001),

(010)0 (001) + (001) ®(010);

and, if p ^ 2, the four-dimensional space spanned by

(100) (g (01 - 1),    (01-1)0(100),    (010) 0 (010)-(001)0 (001),

(010) 0 (OOl)-(OOl) 0 (010).

7.2 Lemma. (1) There exists one point, x = (100) 0 (100), in V such that Lx

= <F2, g>, for R2 = <fli, a2y.

(2) There exist (pk — 4 + (2,p—l)) points x in V such that Lx = (Rugy, for

Fi = <i?i>. These points occur in s— 1 orbits under U, where s is the number of orbits

in V2 among the fixed points of g2 under A-

(3) Let v = (01-I) <g> (01-l)e V. Then Lv = (gy, and \vK\=45, for K='ùlu((gy).

(4) There exist points y such that Ly = <g> and y $ vL, for v as defined in (3).

(5) The points x in V such that FxsA, form at least pSk¡3li-k orbits under U*.

If pk = 4, these points form at least 2 orbits under U*.

Proof. (1) R2 = (a1, a2> fixes the points £¡ 0 -q¡, 1 ¿/,/¿3. Of these, g fixes only

e1 0 Vl.

(2) Let R1 = (a1y, and let S={x e V : LX = (RU g>}. Then x e S if and only if

x = (lOO)0x2, for x2 g F2 such that <A2, g2>X2 = <g2>. From Lemma 6.1, the

number of orbits in S" under U is equal to the number of orbits in S under

^u((Pi, g»- By Lemma 5.6, this number is equal to the number of orbits in 5

under 9l[;2«g2». Finally, this number is equal to s— 1, by the definition of s (the

remaining orbit in K2 of points fixed by g2 is counted in (1)). Moreover, \S\ =

pk + (2,p-l)-4.

(3) Recalling that (01 - 1) has stabilizer Ki=(di,ft, g¡> in U¡ 0=1, 2), (Corollary

6.10), it follows that (du d2,fx,f2, gls g2, <?><=F„, for e defined by e: ex 0 ^ -> Ej 0 Vi,

l¿/,;'¿3. Hence, 27-32 | \KV\ and so |^| = |F|/|F„| divides 32-5, since \Sp(4, 3)|

= 27-34-5. The group (hu h2, du d2y is a Sylow 3-subgroup of K (for hx and h2

defined following Lemma 5.7). For h2h1 = d2hlh2 since 0=3, so (hu A2> has order

27 and contains dx ; moreover, (hu h2y is normal under d2. It is easily checked that
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v<hx,h2> consists of 9 distinct vectors, each with 0 for the first three coordinates

(recall t> = (000 01 - 1 0-11)). For example, h2v = (000 1 - 10 10- 1). Next, fx(h2v)

= -(211 1 AA2 1A2A). It follows that (fxh2v)<hi-h¿> is a set of 9 distinct vectors, such

that e<*i-Vn(/iA2t>)<*1,*I> = 0 (because |(1 AA2)<tt-ö-c>| =9). Hence, 1^1^18, so

1^*1 =45. Moreover L„ = (g), since no element of Nx fixes (01 — 1).

(4) Let 7={x£ V : ge Ux}. Apply Lemma 6.1 with G = K, and H=N in order

to count the points of T accounted for in (l)-(3).

(i) Letx=(100)<g(100). Then \xK\ = \xJ\-[K:J], where J=mK(R2)=mu((R2,g)).

But Ix-^l = 1 from (1); and since K^UfN, it follows that [K : J] = C22 = 23-5, from

Lemma 3.20.

(ii) Similarly, the (pk — 4 + (2,p — 1)) points x£F for which LX = (RX, g} con-

tribute CX2(pk-4 + (2,p- 1)) points under K, where C12 = 23-5.

Therefore, the orbits discussed in (l)-(3) account for

23-5+23-5(/?"-4+(2,/?-l)) + 32-5

points of T under K. Since

m-£r+ift,-.>-i](£r)

from Lemma 7.1, it is easy to check that there exist points y e Tnot contained in the

orbits of (l)-(3). Moreover, since K= U/N and from Lemma 3.18, it follows that

Ly = (g), for these points y.

(5) The number of points x £ V such that L*<= A is

(p9k-l)l(pk-l)-\T"\.

We determine \TU\ by applying Lemma 6.1 to the set T with G= U and H=L.

Thus each point x £ F with LX = (R2, g} accounts for [U : J] points in Tu, where

J=yiv(Lx). In this case, J=ytK(R2)R2 is a semidirect product, and hence [U : J]

= C22[N : R2]. Similarly, Tu consists of 9-40 points from (1),

27-40-(/?k-4 + (2,/?-l))

points from (2), and

81 • [pik + (2,p- l)(pik- l)l(pk- l)-40pk +120-40(2,/?-1)]

points from (3) and (4).

Letpk>4. Since (2,p- l)(pik -l)l(pk -\)<2pik, it follows that \Tu\<35pik,

and hence

(p9k-l)l(pk-l)- \TU\ > pak+plk(p'lk-l)l(pk-l)-35>p6k.

Therefore, there exist at least pak remaining points x, distributed in at least

p8klk-38(32-1)(34- l)>pBklk-3li orbits under U*. If pk = 4, then (p9k- \)¡(pk-1)

-|Fu|=25-34-52. Since |[/*|/(/?k-l) = 28-38-5 for pk = 4 (k = 2), it follows that

25-34-52{ \U*\, so the points of (5) occur in at least 2 orbits, as required.
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7.3 Corollary. Let q = 3 and m = 2; let H be a solvable subgroup of U*. The

following table lists lower bounds for r*(U*) and r*(H) for pk = 4 and 1. For pk>l,

r *([/*) S:100.

Case

r*(U*) ^

r*(H) ä

pk = 1

1

67

pk > 7

100

Proof. The orbits of parts (l)-(5) of the lemma are all distinct under U*. For

example, the orbits of (1), (2), and (3) are distinct, since their stabilizer subgroups

in F have distinct orders and since L<\U*. The orbits of (4) and (5) are distinct

under U by construction. Moreover, since o(v) = v, for v of (4), vu = vu', so vu' is

distinct from the orbits of (5).

If pk = 4, then s = 2 in part (2), from Theorem 6.34, and hence (l)-(5) prove the

existence of at least 6 orbits under U*. If pk = 7 then s = 3, so that (l)-(4) account

for at least 5 orbits. Finally, from (5), 78/314 > 78/284 • 32 = 74/28 • 32 > 28 • 32/28 ■ 32 = 1,

implies the existence of at least 2 more orbits. Hence U* has at least 7 orbits in V.

lfpk>7, then r*(U*)^ 100 from Corollary 5.3.

Next, by applying to H the various cases of Lemma 5.8, one can see that, in

each case, either |A| |27-32-£, or |A| |27-5-/c, since 8 = k. For example, in

case III, Pi = 2 and ?i = 2 or 4. If ?i = 4, then W is four-dimensional over GF(3),

and M, a minimal, nonabelian normal subgroup of H±, has order 22n for n=l

or 2. If n = 1, then M £ Q, and M acts reducibly on W, so that | AI | 4 8 ■ | GF2(3) | =

28-32, whether A is primitive or imprimitive on If. However, |A| |£|Autz(A/)|/02m

implies |A| |27-34-5¿; so if n=l, then |A| |27-32-£ If« = 2, then M=N\22)

or A2(22). In these cases, |A| | 27-32-£, and |A| | 27-3-5-&, respectively. How-

ever, in the latter case 15 f |A|» since A is solvable and UjN^z^n [1], [14]. The

other cases are similar.

Let //* = 9îH«g», so that //* splits H over N (mod A), and //* ^ A, if k = k.

1. Let pk = 4, so that k=k = 2. If \H*\ | 28-32, then each of the 2 orbits of 40

points under K, of parts (1) and (2) of Lemma 7.2, decompose into at least 2 orbits

under //*, since 40 f 28-32. Similarly, the 45 points of vK, part (3) of Lemma 7.2,

occur in at least 2 orbits under //*. On the other hand, if |//*| | 28-5, then the

points of (1) and (2) might occur in one orbit each under //*, but the points of

part (3) of Lemma 7.2 must form at least 2 orbits. There remain 341 — 125 = 216

points in F which do not occur in (l)-(3) (see proof of part (4) of Lemma 7.2). It

is easy to check that there are no solutions for 2'i -5^ +2Í2-5Í2=216, 0¿í'1; /2¿8,

0¿/i,/2¿ 1 ; hence these 216 points occur in at least 3 orbits under H*.

Therefore, in each of the two cases, H* has at least 3 more orbits than the estimate

for U* above.

2. Let pk = l. From (5) of Lemma 7.2, there exist at least 78 points x such that

LxçN. Since |A| I 27-5 or 27-32, then |>7|/(/>'c-l)¿27-38. Hence the points of
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(5) occur in at least 78/27-36 = (7/6)6(49/2)>61  orbits under ZZ. Parts (l)-(4)

contribute at least 5 orbits under H, so /-*(Z/)S67.

8. Cases Cj-Q, D (q = 2). We continue to assume that the groups under

discussion are factor groups (mod A).

Case Cx: q — 2, m=l. In this case, N~Q (type 2), since otherwise Lemma 3.2

(5) is violated. Hence |L*|=24Â: (mod A), and r*(U*)^(pk+l)¡24k. The exact

situation is as follows.

8.1 Lemma. Let N~Q. Define integers vx,...,v5 as follows: vx, ...,v4 are 0

except that vx = 1 if pk = 1 (mod 4), v2 = 1 if p = 3, v3 = 1 if pk = 1 (mod 3), and vt = 1

ifp + 3 andpk=\ or 3 (mod 8). Last, vb = [(pk+\)-((,vx + 4v2 + %v3+\2vi)]l24.

Then r*(U*) = JX vt, and r*(U*)^(va/k) + ^i vx.

8.2 Corollary. Let N~Q. The following table gives the exact orbital structure

of U,for the first few cases ofpk.

p" 3 5 7 9 11 13 17 19 23 25

(»i, v2, v3,

Vt,v5)       01000 10000 00100 11000 00010 10100 10010 00110 00001 10110

r*(U) 1112    12    2    2    13

pk 27   29   31    37   41   43   47   49   53   59

(»1, "2, »3,

»4,vs)       01001    10001    00101    10101    10011    00111    00002    10111    10002    00012

r*(U) 2223332433

Proof. The proof depends upon the following facts about PSL2(pk), and

PGL2(pk) as permutation groups of the projective line Lœ (see [7], [8]). First,

<P(Q) is a noncyclic group of order 4, i/i(t/)~X4, and if>(U)^PGL (where

<fi: GL2(pk) -> PGL2(pk)). Further, 4>(U)^PSL if and only if pk=±\ (mod 8).

Each element of PGL has a regular cycle structure (i.e., all nontrivial cycles have

the same length), and each element fixes 0, 1, or 2 points of Lx as it belongs to a

cyclic subgroup of PGL of order pk—\,p, or pk+ 1, respectively. PSL consists of

the even permutations of PGL.

Further, í¿(í/) consists of <A(0, 4 conjugate Sylow 3-subgroups, 3 conjugate

cyclic groups of order 4 (which intersect i/>(Q) nontrivially), and 6 conjugate

groups of order 2, disjoint from <¡j(Q). The normalizer of a Sylow 3-subgroup in

</>(£/) is noncyclic of order 6, and every element of order 2 in 0(L) — >I>(Q) normalizes

two Sylow 3-subgroups.

The elements of <fi(Q) have a total of 0 or 6 fixed points occuring in vx — 0 or 1

orbits, as pk = 3 or 1 (mod 4), respectively. In the latter case, Ux is cyclic of order

4, for such a fixed point x.
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A Sylow 3-subgroup of <p(U) fixes no point in common with an element of

ifi(Q) or another Sylow 3-subgroup. Hence, there exist 0, 4, or 8 points fixed by

each Sylow 3-subgroup, as pk= — l, 0, or 1 (mod 3), respectively. These points

occur in 0, v2 = l, or v3 = l orbits, respectively, by conjugacy (in the last case, an

element of order 2 in <l>(U) — ij>(Q) normalizes two Sylow 3-subgroups, and hence

must permute the two fixed points of at least one of them). In the last two cases,

| A| =6 or 3, respectively.

Next, let/G ip(U) — ijj(Q) with/2= 1. Then/fixes two points if and only if either:

l./G PSL andpk= 1 (mod 4), i.e., pk= 1 (mod 8); or 2./£ PSL and pk = 3 (mod 4),

i.e. pk = 3 (mod 8). If/fixes two points, then these are interchanged by the element

of i/j(Q) commuting with/ Further, iff and a conjugate/' fix a common point,

then </,/'> has order 6 (since </,/'> n i/>(ô)# 1), and from abovep = 3. Therefore,

if p^3 and pk= 1 or 3 (mod 8), then the conjugates of/fix a total of 12 points

which occur in v4 = 1 orbit.

Finally, the remaining points are fixed by no element of >p(Q) and so occur in v5

orbits of length 24. It is only these orbits which can be consolidated by elements

of U*IU.

Although N~D (type 1) does not satisfy (3.1), it is helpful to know the struc-

ture of U in order to apply Lemma 5.7 to the case C2 (0 = 2, m = 2).

8.3 Lemma. Let N~D. Define the integers v1,...,vi as follows: vi = l; v2 and

v3 = 0, except that v2=l if pk=l (mod 4), and v3=l if pk= ±1 (mod 8); and vt

= [(pk+l)-(4v1 + 2v2 + 4v3)]ß.

Then r*(U) = 2t^i, andr*(U*)^Vl + v2 + v3 + (Vilk).

Proof. Since *p(U) is a nonabelian group of order 8, it is clear that i/i(U) is a

dihedral group. Let >ji(U) = (a,by, ai = b2=l, bab = a~1; and let >¡j(D) = (a2, by.

Then b and a2b each have 2 fixed points, which lie in vx = 1 orbit under U. Next,

a and a2 have a total of 0 or 2 fixed points as pk = 3 or 1 (mod 4) occurring in v2

orbits. Further, a2 e PSL; and a e PSL if and only if pk= ± 1 (mod 8). Since ab

and a3b have order 2, and since b always has fixed points, then ab and a3b have

fixed points exactly in case ab and b are'either both in PSL or both not in PSL,

i.e., exactly in case a e PSL, or pk= ± 1 (mod 8). The 0 or 4 points fixed by ab

and a3b occur in v3 orbits. Finally, the remaining points occur in v4 orbits of

length 8.

8.4 Corollary. The points x for which Dx = l, occur under U* in at least 2

orbits if pk>, 17 andpk^21.

Proof. Use the inequality (pk-5)ßk^2, and check the cases pk = l7, 19, and

25 individually.

Case C2: 0 = 2, w = 2. For a discussion of splittings in the chain £/=><A, Ay=>A,

see the end of this section.
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8.5 Proposition. Let q = 2, w = 2, and N=N1(22),for j=\, 2, 3, be irreducible.

Let H be a maximal solvable subgroup of U which satisfies 3.1. The following table

gives a lower bound for r*(H) for certain values of pk.

type

j= 1

7 = 2

7 = 3

3    5    7    9    11    13    17    19   23   25   27

2   3   4   6     4     6    11    10    15    13     9

14   2   5     6    11    19   23   40   29   23

3 6 6     9 11

pk > 17

9

23

11

8.6 Corollary. The maximal solvable subgroups H of U for which r*(H)^2

are as follows:

1. pk = 3, N=N\22); U is solvable and r*(U) = 2, where \ U\ =28-32 by (4.6).

2. pk = 3, N= N2(22). Let H be a subgroup of order 28-5 (mod A) (case I). Then

r *(//) = 1 (Huppert). H contains two proper subgroups, of orders 2s ■ 5 and 24 • 5 for

which the r*-rank is 1. U contains no subgroup satisfying (3.1) with r*-rank 2.

3. pk = l, N=N2(22). Let |ZZ|=26-5 (mod A), (case I). Then r*(H) = 2. More-

over, each proper subgroup of H has r *-rank at least 4.

Proof. It is convenient to consolidate in the following table the available

information about these cases, according to the type of N. Let T={x : Nx = l}.

Type

\HX\ divides: (case) 23-32, (II) 22-5,(I) 22-5,(I);23-32, (II)

Ci2 — 9, C22 —1>

Ci2 = 6, C22 — 9

C12 — J,   C22 — U

Cll = 10, CH = 15

Cj2— A3,  ^22— ■* ^

\T\ (mod 4) (/j2fc-I7)(/jfc+l) + 48 (^-9)^+1)

for/?lc>5 pk=\

(mod 4) (/?2"-29)(/),t + l)+120 (^-29X^ + 1) +120
(pik-29){pk+ 0+120

/?* = 3 A^-Stabilizers

|r| 16

/?* = 5 A^-Stabilizers ¿2» ¿2

\T\ 96 96 96

Most of this information is immediately available. For example, the values for

Cri are computed in Lemma 3.20 ; moreover, the number of fixed points for each

Slr is computed in Lemma 3.21, the A-stabilizers are discussed in Lemma 3.22, and

from this information and Lemma 3.25 one can compute the number of points

with trivial A-stabilizer in each case.
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Finally, 3 cases I, II, III must be considered to determine |A| (Lemma 5.9).

Case III is impossible since m = 2 and 0 = 2. In case I, | AI j 22 • 3 • 5, and in case II,

IAI | 23-32. However, |A| | |Autz (A)|/24 = 23-32, 23-3-5, 24-32-5 as the typey

of Ais 1, 2, 3, respectively (Lemma 5.9 and Proposition 4.6). Therefore:

Type 1

divides :

case I 22-3 22-3-5        22-3-5

case II 23-32 23-3 23-32

However, type 1, case I and type 2, case II cannot occur, and in case I of types

2 and 3, 3 f | A|, as follows.

Type 1, case I. Let N=Q1 0 Q2, where Qi = (cu d¡y~Q, i=l, 2. Let 9c(o¡)

= <Öi>ei>/i>> where et: ct -> dt -> c^, and/: Cj-^4. with ef=ftz = l, i=l, 2. Let

8: ßi -»■ Ô2 by 8: c1 -> c2, ̂  -> d2, with S2 = 1. Then U=(N, eu e2,fuf2, 8> from

I U\, or from the fact that there exist 2g's in N (Lemma 4.5). In case I, A consists

of the normalizer of an element e of order 3 which fixes no point of W. Hence

e = exe2 or e\e2 (which are conjugate). Let e = exe2. Then A = <A ^í^ fxfi, 8>/A,

but A reduces IF, since A fixes the subspace (cxc2, d1d2}j3(N) of W. This

contradicts Lemma 3.2, so case I is impossible. Note that e=e1e2 fixes the following

abelian subgroups of N: (cxc2, dxd2y, <c1í/1í/2> C!C2í/2>, (cxd2, c^c^. It can be

checked that none other of the 12 abelian subgroups of length 2 is fixed by e.

Type 2, case II. Since Ci| = 5 and |A| | 27-3, A must permute the subgroups

S\ of N in at least 2 orbits. One orbit must generate an A-invariant subspace of

IF of dimension ¿ 2, which is impossible by Lemma 3.2. Hence case II is impossible.

Types 2 and 3, case I. A similar argument as above shows that in types 2 and

3 case I, \H\ \2e-3-k. For example, if N=N3, then N^N3, and a Sylow 3-

subgroup of N1 is also a Sylow 3-subgroup of A3. Hence, we can assume (in

case I, type 3, with |A| | 22-3) that <e> is the subgroup of A of order 3. Since

<e> fixes exactly 3 of the 15 S2s of A3 (from above), it is clear from the order of

A that A fixes at least one of the S2s, thus violating Lemma 3.2. Hence, this

situation is impossible. Finally, 3-5 \ |A| in case I, because if so then A is the

normalizer of an element h of order 15. But Sp(4, 2) contains no element of order

15, as follows. Let

h =

0011"

1100

Olli

0110

and / =

0110"

1110

1001

0010

be elements of GF(4, 2), represented as left operators. Then A15 = 1 and A3 =/.
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Hence (h)=&GUij2)((f)). Moreover, fe Sp(4, 2), with respect to the alternating

form with matrix

/0100\

\0010/

Further </> is a Sylow 5-subgroup of Sp(4, 2). Hence Sp(4, 2), has an element of

order 15 if and only if h e Sp(4, 2), but hTMh^M so h $ Sp(4, 2). This fact also

follows by examining the permutation of the 15 abelian subgroups of length 2 in

A induced by h. To do this, identify h5 with the appropriate element of order 3

in the Sylow 3-subgroup discussed above (for type 1). Then h5 fixes exactly 3 of

the abelian subgroups, while h3 fixes none. This is impossible so h £ Sp(4, 2).

The proof of Proposition 8.5 follows by considering the various values for pk

and types for A separately.

pk = 3, type 1. Since H is maximal then H= U. Therefore, the 4C¿2=24 points

with nontrivial A-stabilizer lie in one orbit (from Lemma 3.21). From the repre-

sentation of U (for A= Qx <g> Q2) given above, clearly the 16 points of the form

x = xx <g> x2 form one orbit under U. These points have trivial A-stabilizer, and

hence r*(U) = 2.

pk = 3, type 2. Huppert has shown that for case I, there exist 3 groups Ht with

orders 24-5, 25-5, 26-5, such that r*(H)= 1. There are subgroups H of U with

i-*-rank 2, but these occur in a different context; i.e., none of the groups H

satisfy the hypotheses (3.1). Incidentally, it is known that for/?k = 3 and A=A2(22),

U/N~ S5 by the action of U on certain pairs of lines of the nearfield plane of order

9 [1], [8, §5]. Such a pair of lines constitute the fixed points of a stabilizer subgroup

S{. Hence UjN acts on the set of 5 subgroups {S\} as S5.

pk = S, type 1. There exist 3 types of stabilizer subgroups of A (including 1).

Hence, r*(U)^3.

pk = 5, type 2. Since \H\ | 26-5, then C|f = 15f \H\, so there exist at least 2

orbits of points with nontrivial A-stabilizer. The 96 remaining points form at

least two orbits, similarly. Hence r*(Z/)^4.

pk = 5, type 3. If |//1 | 26-5, then exactly as above, r*(H)^4. If |Z7| | 27-32,

then there exist 2 classes of A-stabilizers, so r*(ZZ)^3.

pk = l, type 2. If |/Z|=26-5, then r*(H) = 2, as follows. Let

ûl = (-î  o)'  èl = (o   -î)'  Cl = (s  4)'

with entries in GF(1). Let a = ax (g I, b = bx (g I, c = Z(g cx, d=I ® ax. Then

N2 = (a, b,c,dy~D® Q. Further let
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1      r

1 2

1     -1

1 5_

Then/and g normalize N, g4= -b,f5 = I, and gfg'1 e </ A>. Hence we may take

H=(N,f g, Ay. One orbit of H consists of the 80 points with some nontrivial

A-stabilizer, S\. For/can fix no element of W and hence must permute the 5 Si's

transitively. And the 16 fixed points (10) 0 x and (01) 0 x for the stabilizer

subgroup S{ = (a, 3(A)> ne m one orbit under (b,c,d,gy. Hence, since \H\

= |{x : A*=l}|, it is sufficient to show that if A*=l then Hx=l. Since pk = l,

every element of order 5 fixes no point of V, so it is sufficient to examine the elements

of the form g2y, with y e N, such that (g2y)2 e 3 (N). Since gi=-b,y must satisfy :

g2yg~2 - + by. Now g2 has the following action on N; g:a -> abd, b ->b, c^-bc,

d-> d. Hence y e {c, be, cd, bed}. Therefore,

2   = F1   ° 1
8y    |o     X2\

where X¡ are 2x2 blocks (¡'= 1, 2), and Xu X2 e (clt dxy~ Q. Hence, if g2y fixes

v = (vx), then either i^O^OO) and X1= ±1, or v = (00v3Vi) and A"2=±l, in

which cases Nv = (a, 3(N)y as above: or g2y=±I. Therefore, the 320 points

x g V such that Nx= 1 lie in one orbit under H, and r*(//) = 2.

For the remaining cases, similar techniques are used. To get the best results,

it is necessary to treat the subcases pk = 1 and pk = 3 (mod 4) separately. In addition,

to prove the results for pk^ 19, it is necessary to treat the cases k = l and k> 1

separately (e.g., pk = 3 (mod 4): pk^l9, k = 1 ; pk ä 27, k>l; similarly for pk = l

(mod 4)). Finally, for pk£ 19, one must use Lemmas 8.4 and 5.7 to improve the

estimates. E.g., for ^ä 19 and pk^21, 9?(F») has at least two orbits with trivial

F-stabilizer. Hence, every class of stabilizers of length 1 in N1(22) has at least two

orbits, from Lemma 5.7.

In case N=N2(22) is represented over an arbitrary field F=GF(pk), what

splitting occurs in the chain U^>(N, Ay^Al

Proposition. 1. U/A splits over <A, Ay I A, (possibly several conjugacy classes of

complements exist).

2. If UjA is a complement of(N, Ay ¡A, then U does not split over A, but UK — 1>

splits over A/(—iy.

3. There is a subgroup Û of U such that Ac Û, Û n A = < -1>, U¡N~ U¡(N, Ay

and Â<-1> splits over A/<-1>.

Proof. To prove (3), let 0= U~ -N, where Ü~¡(-1> is a complement of A\(- 1>

inA<-l>.

g =

ns
22

o

o

24

45J

and   / = 5

-1

-1

-1

-1
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To prove (1), it is sufficient to show that a Sylow 2-subgroup 5 of U¡A splits

over <A, A)fA [Theorem 6.9, p. 26, Proc. Sympos. Pure Math., Vol. 6, Amer.

Math. Soc, Providence, R. I., I960]. Let

ûl = i/l = (-î ¿)« Äl = (o   -i)'  and  C=C   -a)

where A2+/x2 = — 1 in GF(pk), as in the case above for pk = l (also see (3.9)). Let

a = a <g I, b = bx <g Z, c = Z(g cx and d=I® dx. Then Q~(c, d) and N=N2(22)

= (a, b,c,d)~D® Q. Let gx be a 2 x 2 matrix with determinant ± 1 normalizing

g = (c, d} and inducing the following automorphism of Q : c -> a/ -> — c -»■ — a/,

d-^d. Thusg? = ede Q, where £= ± 1. Let

-(IT)--CD-
Theng4=s2= — 1, í^í_1 = £^3, <g, s}^U, and in fact <g, s, A)\A is a complement

of <A, A)\A in the Sylow 2-subgroup S=(g, s, N, A}/A of U/A.

However, (g, bs, A)¡A is another complement in 5, which is not conjugate to

(g,s,A)¡A (conjugacy would have to occur in ^iN((g)) = (b, —1». Hence, two

complements of <A, A)\A may not be conjugate.

Finally, if U/A is a complement of <A, A)\A, then we can assume that either

(g, s) or (g, Z?í><= Ü ((g) and (ag} each have 8 conjugates under A, but (a, g)

does not split over N since (agY = — b). In either case, splitting does not occur

over A.

To show U/( —1> splits over A\( —1>, it is sufficient to examine the Sylow

subgroups of C7/<-l>, where \U\(- 1>| = 27• 3• 5• (/?k-1)/2. IF 5£[|/7te— 1 for i>0,

then 54i || |GL4(/?fc)| and a Sylow 5-subgroup of GL¿j>k) is an abelian group which

splits as required. The Sylow 3-subgroups of U split over A, since

where /¡! is a 2 x 2 matrix of order 3 which induces an automorphism of Q of

order 3. Finally either <í, g)¡(—1> or <¿?j, g>/<—1> is a complement in a Sylow

2-subgroup of U¡( — \).

CaseC3: (q=2, m = 3).

8.7 Lemma. Lei m = 3, q = 2, and let H be a solvable subgroup of U*. The follow-

ing table lists lower bounds for r*(H)for special cases of pk.

3   5     7    9 ^ 11

i-*(ZZ)a 4   6    15   31    200
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Proof. Applying the Cases I—III to A= A' (1 ̂ i'^3), and keeping in mind that

|ZZi| | 2s• 34- 5 ■ 7 from Lemma 5.8, the following possibilities arise.

Cases I and II: \HX\ | 2-33-7 or 24-34 (since 72f IZLJ);

Case III: fci = 2, ^ = 3, px=(2ki-\, tx) = 3, M=M(3^e^ has length 1 and is

irreducible, so that \HX\ \ kx(qki-l)p2x- \SL2(px)\ =24-34.

In Cases I-III, |ZLJ ̂ 24-34, so from Lemma 5.8

r*(H) ^ (pek-l)lk(pk-\)210-3i ^pek(pk + l)l210-3i-k.

If pk ̂  11, then pk\k ^ 33/3 = 9, so

i-*(ZZ) ̂  3Ml5/28-33 ê ll(120)2/28-3 = 3-5M1/4 > 200.

\fpk=9, then

r*(H) â 2-312-5/2u-34 = 38-5/210 ä (9/8)3(45/2) > 30.

If pk = l then A has type 1 or 2. Moreover, Lemma 3.22 and the fact that 5\C2¿

(j= 1, 2) but 5\ \H\, imply that the points x such that Nx^\ occur in at least 3

orbits. From Lemma 3.20, CX3 = 35 and C\3 = 27. Since each stabilizer subgroup

of length 1 fixes 2(74 —1)/6 points from Lemma 3.21, it follows from Lemma

3.23 that there exist at least [(78 — 1) — 70(7* —1)]/6 points x such that Nx=l

(mod A). Since |ZZ| ̂ 21034, then these points contribute at least

(74 + l-70)(74-l)/211-35 ä 27-3-52-583/211-35 > 52• 26• 32/24• 34 = 100/9 > 11

orbits under H. Therefore, r*(H)7î 15.

Let pk = 5. 1. Let N=N1 (type 1). From Lemma 3.22, the stabilizer subgroups

of N are S[, S'3 (i'= 1, 2). But C& \ \HX\, for i'= 1, 2 and j«l, 3. Hence, each of the

four stabilizer subgroups in N contributes at least 2 orbits, so i-*(ZZ)^8.

2. Let N=N2 (type 2). First, the stabilizers are Sx, Sx, and 52. Next, estimate

the number í of points x with Nx = 1 (mod A). Each S[ (/= 1, 2) fixes 2(54 -1)/(5 - 2)

points, so

t ^ (58-l)/4-(63)-2-(54-l)/4.

However, each of the C33 stabilizers 52 fixes 8 distinct points, and each such set

of 8 points is counted 6 times too often in the above estimate. Since C22 = 33 • 5,

then

i è (58-l)/4-2-32-7-(54-l)/4+24-34-5 = 29• 3-5■ 11.

Therefore, these í points contribute at least 29 • 3 • 5 • 11/210 • 34 > 1 orbits.

Finally, since Cff \\HX\, the stabilizers 53 contribute at least 2 orbits. More-

over, from Proposition 8.5, in case q=2, m=2,pk = 5, and N=N2(22) has type 2,

the points with trivial A-stabilizer occur in at least 2 orbits. Lemma 5.7 implies the

stabilizers 5J and Sx of A contribute at least 2 orbits each.

Therefore, r*(H)^8.
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3. Let N= N3 (type 3). The stabilizers are S1 and S3, and C33 = 63 and C333 = 33 • 5.

If |A| | 24-34 then the / points with A-stabilizer 1 contribute at least 2 orbits, as

in 2 above. In this case, Ci3 \ | A | and C£3 \ | A | imply r *(//) ä 6. If | AI | 2 ■ 33 • 7,

then the / nonfixed points form at least 29• 3• 5• 11/27• 33• 7 = 220/63>3 orbits;

and since C333 f | A|, then r*(>7) = 7.

Finally, let/)" = 3. 1. Let N=NX. Then Si and 5*3 are the stabilizers in N, and

C11 = 5-7, C^ = 2-3-5. Since 5f |A|, the stabilizers of A contribute at least 4

orbits.

There exist (38 -1)/2 - 2 • 5 • 7((34 - l)/2) + 2 ■ 3 ■ 5(6 • 8) = 27 • 3 ■ 5 points with trivial

stabilizer. Since 5 \ | A|, these points contribute at least 2 orbits. Hence r*(//)^6.

2. N=N2. Then 52 is the only stabilizer subgroup of A, and C¿| = 32-5. Since

5 f'|A|, the stabilizers in A contribute at least 2 orbits. Moreover, there exist

((3s —1)/2)—45• 16 = 29• 5 points with trivial stabilizer. Since 5f \H\, these points

contribute at least 2 orbits. Hence r*(//)^4.

Case Ci(q = 2,m = 4).

8.8 Lemma. Let m—A, 0 = 2, and let H be a solvable subgroup of U*. Then r*(H)

^ 11 ifpk = 3, andr*(H)^3,000 if pkä5.

Proof. As before, r*(H)^p15kßBk\H1\. Now apply Lemma 5.9.

I. IAI | 8(2a— l) = 23-3-5-17.

II. (i) r1 = k1 = t1 = 2, |A| |2|(A)w1|2, where (A)wx is a solvable irreducible

subgroup of FL2(4). Hence, |(AVJ ¿72 from [7, p. 286 (261, 262)], |A| ¿27-34.

Moreover, |A| |27-34-52.

(ii) ^=4,^=2, h = 1,| AI |4!(2-3)4 = 27-35.
(iii) r, = 2, ^ = 4,^=1, |A| |2(4-3-5)2 = 25-32-52.

III. There is no prime pi such that /71¡(2fci - 1, tx), with k1t1 = 8.

Therefore |A|¿27-35, and r*(H)^p15kl215-35-k.

lfpk^5,thenpklk^9l2,so

r*(H) ä 32-514/216-35 = (5/4)8■ (25/3)3 > (45/8)• (83 + 82) > 3000.

Next let pk = 3. From Lemma 3.20, CÍ| = 33-5, C¡l = 32-52-l, C41l = 2-33-5,

C]I = 17-7, andC31i = 32-5-17.

Each of the Qi subgroups S{ of N=Ni(2i) fixes 2(pBk-l)l(pk- 1) points of V

from Lemma 3.21. Hence there are at least

(316 -1)/2 - Cil ■ 2(38 -1 )/2 ^ (316-l)/2-33-5(38-l)

points x such that Ax=l. Now (314-l)/2ä33-5-(38-l), since 314>2-3n-5.

Therefore, there are at least 315 + 314=4-314 such points x.

Case 1. Let 36 | |A|, so that |A| | 27-35 (Il-ii). From Lemmas 4.6 and 5.8,

IAI |Autz(A)/02m = 213(24±l)(22-l)(24-l)(26-l) = 213-34-5-7-(16 + (-l)i),

where A has type i. Since 35 | |A|, it follows that A=AX(24) has type 1. From
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Lemma 3.22, the subgroups S} of Aare stabilizer subgroups, for i'=l, 2, 4. More-

over, since CU \\HX\ (i=\, 2, 4), each stabilizer subgroup contributes at least 2

orbits. In addition, each class of Si's contributes at least 2 orbits from Lemma

3.23, since if N= A1(23) then the points with Nx=\ occur in at least 2 orbits under

U(N) from the proof of Lemma 8.7. Hence, the points with nontrivial A-stabilizers

occur in at least 8 orbits. In addition, the points x with Nx= 1 (mod A) contribute

at least 4-314/215-35 = (9/8)4-(3/2)>2 orbits. Therefore, r*(H)^ 11.

Case 2. Let \HX\ :S27-34. The points x with Nx—\ (mod A) contribute at least

310/213 = (9/8)5- 4 > 57/8 > 7 orbits. From Lemma 3.22, S} is a stabilizer subgroup

of N'(2i) for i'=l, 2, 4 and/=l, and for i'=l, 3 and/=2. In casey'=2, then since

Cx2 = l-17 j |ZZ|, there exist at least 2 classes of stabilizer subgroups S\ under H.

Hence whether j=\ or 2, there exist at least 3 orbits of points with nontrivial

A-stabilizer. Therefore, r*(H)^ 11.

Case D (q = 2, m = 5).

8.9 Lemma. Let m = 5, q = 2, and let H be a solvable subgroup of U*. Then

/•*(//) ̂ 3".

Proof. r*(H)^p32kß10k\Hx\^331ß10\Hx\ from Lemma 5.8, since p"£3, and

pk\k^3.

Now consider the cases I—III of Lemma 5.9.

I. \HX\ I 10(210-1). II. Since q = 2, then kx>\. (i) rx = 2, fcj-5, f»-l, and

IZ/jI j 2(5-31)2. (ii)r1 = 5, r1 = l, A:1 = 2, and |ZZX| | 5! (2-3)5=28-36-5. III. No case

is possible since (2fci — 1, ii)=l if kxtx= 10. Hence in cases I—III, |ZZi| ̂ 28-36-5and

/•*(ZZ)â331/218-36-5^325/218-5>313/5>311.

9. The class 33B. Let H eS8R (Definition 2.9). From 3.1, H is a maximal solvable,

irreducible primitive semilinear group acting on a vector space V over F= GF(pk) ;

H contains A, the group of all scalar transformations of V; H contains a minimal

normal nonabelian subgroup N=Ni(qm)e £>, (Definitions 3.4 and 3.6), and

N^&H(A); and A is reducible. Since H is primitive, A reduces V to a sum of í

equivalent irreducible representations of degree qm, so dim V=sqm. Let F be a

subspace of F which is irreducible under A, and let Â be the representation of

A on T; let X be a vector space of dimension s. Let H denote &H(A) and recall

that [H : H]\k (Lemma 4.1). Moreover, from Lemma 4.1 we can assume that

ZZs9fGwr)(Á) 0F GL(X) acting on V=T0 X. There are mappings (mod F)

« <g ß -*■ « and a (g ß -> ß from ZZ into 9îG«r)(Â) and GL(A"), respectively. Let

Z/r and ZZX be the images of these mappings. Then H^HT (g Hx. Let {77J, {x¡},

and {iji (g xj be bases of T, X, and T 0 X, respectively, and let ax, a2, and a be

the semilinear mappings (au ...) ->■ (a?,...) of F, A', and F(g X Thus (7=^ ® a2.

Let H=(H,y<juy, for y£GL(K), and i/|/c, and let You=yxól 0 y2a\ (as in [13,

p. 482]). Then yxo\ normalizes HT and y2c\ normalizes Hx. Since H is maximal,

this implies that H=HT 0 Hx, and \H\ | fc|/Zr| |ZZX|. In decomposing ZZ, it will

also be necessary to consider the groups HT = (HT,yxa\') and Hx = (Hx,y2a2>-
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Finally note that HT acts irreducibly on W=N\3(N) from (3.2; 5) and (4.1); and

since H e 33B then HT is primitive so HT e S3j.

As before, the discussion of S3B is conducted modulo F. That is, all groups are

factor groups (mod A) acting on the points (i.e., one-dimensional subspaces) of

V. We continue to neglect the distinction between a point x = Fv and a generating

element ve V.

9.1 Definition. Let t; be a point (i.e., a one-dimensional subspace) of V. Define

r(v) to be the A-dimension of FN(v), i.e., T(t?) = (dimjr FN(v))¡qm. If r(v) = d, we

will call v a (/-point of V.

9.2 Lemma. Let v = 2?= i Vi 0 x¡, where {-q¡} and {xj are linearly independent

sets of T and X, respectively. Then r(v) = d.

Proof. First note that FN= GL(T). For FA? is a simple algebra since F is irre-

ducible ; hence FÑ is a complete matrix algebra over an extension K of F. There-

fore, FÑ affords an irreducible representation of N=N(qm) over K, and hence

dim FÑ=q2m=q2m[K : F], from (3.12). Hence F=Fand FÑ=GL(T).

Next, FN(v)~FN¡A(v), where A(v) is the annihilator of v in FA. Hence r(v)

= (dim FN - dim A(v))lqm. Let a = Kl0lGFA, where ayeFÑ. Then a(v) =

2 «ífo) 0 xi, and hence a(y) = 0 if and only if aifo)^, 1 ¿/¿J, since {Xj}lSiSd

is a linearly independent set. Let R = (-qu ..., -qdy<= T where dim F = c/. Then /4(u)

~/f(F), the annihilator of F in FÁ. Since FÑ=GL(T), A(R) is the set of 0mx0m

matrices with zeros in columns 1 through d, and hence dim A(R) = (qm - d)qm.

Finally, dimFA=02m, so r(v) = (q2m-qm(qm-d))¡qm = d.

9.3 Corollary, r *(H) ^ min (s, qm).

Proof. Since A is normal in H, clearly r is the constant function on each orbit

of //. From the proof of 9.2, there exist points vx with r(vt) = i, for

1 ¿ /' ¿ min (dim F, dim X) = min (qm, s).

It is also clear that 1 ¿ r(r)¿min (s, qm) for all v^O in V.

9.4 Lemma. Let HT and Hx have cx and c2 orbits on the sets of d-dimensional

subspaces of T and X, respectively, where í/¿ min (s, qm). Then H has at least Cj • c2

orbits among the d-points of V.

Proof. Let y = 2f=i Vi 0 x(, where {qx} and {x¡} are linearly independent elements

of Fand X, respectively. Let F =(r¡u ..., í?<¡>cF and Y—(xu. ..,*,,><= X. If

v' = 2f= i T]'t 0 x'i is another ¿/-point, with associated subspaces F' and Y', and if

a 0 ß e H such that a 0 ß: v -> v', then clearly a 0 ß: F 0 7-> F' 0 F' and

hence a(R) = R',ß(Y)=Y'.

9.5 Corollary. If r*(HT) = r*(Hx) = 1, ?Ae« // ú transitive on the l-points of V.

Proof. In this case, the proof of 9.4 implies that H ( = HT ÇÇ> Hx) is transitive

on the l-points of F.
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9.6 Lemma. Let d be an integer, 1 ¿ ¿¿ min (s, qm). Since the s-dimensional space

Xhas

(9.7) ~l(pk«-fí-l)l(pkU + »-l)
ä-l

n
(=0

subspaces of dimension d, it follows that V has

1 } (Pk-i) U     ow,+»-i)

d-points.

Proof. Let v = 2f= i r¡t 0 x¡ be a ¿-point with Y= <xl5.. .,xdy<=X. Since FÂ

= GL(T), FA(u) = F0 T. Moreover, for every ¿-dimensional space Y' of A',

F 0 F' is generated by some ¿-point v' of V. If IV F', then F 0 F and F 0 F'

have no ¿-points in common. Therefore, it is sufficient to compute the number

of ¿-points in F 0 Y. If {x¡} is a fixed ordered base of Y, then for each ordered

linearly independent set {-q[,..., -q'd} of d elements of F, there is a unique ¿-point

2 -q'i 0 x¡ in F 0 Y, and each ¿-point of F 0 F has this form. However, since a

"point" is a one-dimensional space, each ¿-point arises from (pk— 1) distinct

proportional ordered sets, A,(iji,..., -q'd), 1 ¿«¿/Jk— 1. Therefore, there exist

nkmi-1)/2 ?-l

(^"•-i)(^'"-^)...(^'"-^-1>)/(^-i) ^jpTzrrj [I (p*<4"-°-i)

¿-points in F 0 Y.

Let t> = 2?= i i?i 0 x¡ be a ¿-point of V, and let R = (.-q1,.. .,-qdy and F=

<x1;..., xd> as before. Let A be the subgroup of H fixing v. To determine A,

let HR (KR) and Ar (Fy) be the subgroups of HT and //x which fix (fix point-wise)

F and T, respectively. Let HR = HR\KR, HY = HY\KY, and K=KR 0 Fy.

9.9 Lemma. K<=Hv.  Moreover, there exist isomorphic subgroups B<^HR and

Cc Ay íhcA /Aaí (Â 0 Hy)v~B.

Therefore, \HV\ = \K\-\B\.

Proof. Clearly, F<=ÄCÄ 0 Ä- Let ,8 0 y e HR 0 Ä, and let ß and y be

represented on F and Y with respect to fo} and {xj by ¿ x ¿ matrices è = (bi}) and

c = (c»)> respectively. Then b 0 ce(//B 0 Á)„ if and only if bT = c~1 (mod F),

where bT is the transpose of b. Hence, there exist isomorphisms b 0 c-^-b and

b <S> c-^c from (Â 0 Â)d onto subgroups B and C of HR and Á, respectively,

as required.

Conversely, if B and C are subgroups of Â and HY respectively, such that

BT = C-\ then the subgroup {b 0 c : bT = c~1} of B 0 C is in (HR 0 Ay)„, and

this subgroup is isomorphic to F.
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9.10 Proposition. Let He?èR, with N=N(qm) a minimal normal nonabelian

subgroup of H, and let dim,, (V) = sqm, where F=GF(pk). Then:

1. /-*(//) = 2 only in the following cases:

(a) qm = 2, pk = 3, 5 = 3, ZZçGL2(3) (g Hx, where Hx is the full group of the

affine line of order 33 ; in this case 3 nonconjugate groups occur, whose orders are

23 • 32 • 13, 23 • 3 • 13, and 23 ■ 3 ■ 13. However, Hx has a normal subgroup of order 13

so that a maximal abelian normal subgroup has order 26 instead of 2. Therefore the

groups listed here are subgroups of U* in Case Cx (q = 2, m=\) for pk = 33 (see

Corollary 8.2).

(b) qm = 2, pk = 3, s = 2, and Z/çGL2(3) 0 GL2(3). In this case 5 nonconjugate

groups occur whose orders are 2s-32, 25-32, 2e-3, 25-3 and 25 ■ 3. However, these

groups occur as subgroups of U in Corollary 8.6(1), for pk = 3 and A=A1(22) =

Qxx g2ÇGL2(3) 0 GL2(3). The groups listed here normalize one or both of Qx,

Q2, so that Nx(22) is no longer a minimal normal nonabelian subgroup.

2. r*(//) 3:4 except possibly in the following cases:

èl

Proof. For convenience, let r*(H) denote the number of orbits of H among the

i-points of V, for 1 ̂ i^min (s, qm). In order that r*(H)^3, it is sufficient to con-

sider the following cases (9.3, 9.4):

I. r*(HT) = r*(Hx)=l; II. r*(HT) = 2 and r*(Hx)=\; III. r*(HT)=\ and

r*(Hx) = 2. In I, ZZ must have at most two orbits among all the ¿-points for d> 1,

so min (s, qm)^3. Similarly, in II and III, r$(H) = l and min (s, qm) = 2.

Some subcases are covered by Cases C3-C5 and D, §8. For example, let q = 2

and ZZX£ 23,; let M be an irreducible minimal normal nonabelian subgroup of

Hx and let M be a (/-group of length m in H. If </ = 2, then A 0 M is an irreducible

Z/-group. If m + m^3, then r*(H)^4 from Cases C3-C5 (the proofs in Cases

C3-C5 do not require that H act irreducibly on (A 0 M)\Z).

Case I. Let r*(HT) = r*(Hx)= 1, and apply Huppert's theorem (3.15) to Hx

and HT.

(a) Letqm = 2,pk = 3, 5, 7, 11, or 23, and \HT\=24.

(i) Let Hxe%, so that \Hx\=s(pks-l)l(pk-\). Hence r$(H)^(number of

2-points)/1H| =pk(pk(s~»- l)l24s>2, except in the following cases:

(a) 5 = 2, pk<,l; (ß) s = 3, pkè5; (y) s = 4 or 5, pk = 3. If rJ(Ä) = l, then s = 2 or

3 and pk = 3. These cases will be discussed further, below.

(ii) Let Hx £ 33, so s = 2 or 4. If 5 = 4, then Q 0 Q 0 D<H so Case C3 applies.

If 5=2, then |ZZ|=242, and r$(H)^pk(p2k- l)/(24)2>2 if pk£U. If r$(H) = \,

then/?'c|24so/j'c = 3.

(b) Let qm = 4, pk = 3, and \HT\ =26-5. If Hx e S3, then Cases C3-C5 apply. So

assume Hx e 91. Then 4(H)^3■ 5• 13(3S~*- l)/25• 5• s>2 for s^ 3.
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Case II. Let r*(HT) = 2 and r*(Hx)=l. Then one of the following subcases

applies:

(a) 0m = 2, pk^9, and \HT\ =24 (from Case C1; §8),

(b) q'" = 4,pk = 3 or 7, | A| = 26-5, and s=2 (from Case C2),

(c) qm = 3,pk = 4, |A|=23-33, and 5 = 2 (from Corollary 6.35).

In cases (a) and (b), \H\ \ 242k or \H\ \ 24ks(pks-l)¡(pk-l), as Hx e 33 or 91

respectively. Since r%(H) = l, then pk\ \H\ so p = 3. In case (a), p = 3 implies

r%(H)> 1. In (b), p*=3 and Case C3 applies. In (c), 7 \ \H\ but 7| # (2-points), so

r2*(A)>l.

Case III. Let r*(HT)=l, r*(Hx) = 2. Since A eS3j, Huppert's theorem implies

0m=2 or 4 and &=1; also min(0m, s)=2.

(i) Let Hx e21. Then since H is maximal, |/7X| = Q>sfc- l)l(pk-l) and r*(//x)

= 1 ; this case is discussed in I.

(ii) If Hx g 33, and r*(Hx) = 2, then see II.

(iii) Let Hx e S3S and r*(Hx) = 2. From Case I (a)(i) and (a)(ii), pk = 3, s=qms

for 0'" = 2 and 5 = 2 or 3. If 5 = 2, then C3 applies. If 5 = 3, then s = 6 and r$(H)

^3(36- 1)(35- l)/2(24)2-13 > 1.

(iv) Let Ax 6 8- From Proposition 2.5 X has a decomposition X= X1 ® X2 into

imprimitivity subspaces of Hx. Since r$(H) = l, Hx must be transitive on the two-

dimensional subspaces of X, which is impossible unless dim (A/) = dim (X2) = l.

But then \HX\ \ 2(pk-l). Further,pk \\H\ sopk = 3. If qm = 4, then HT is not transi-

tive on the two-dimensional subspaces of F, so r$(H)^l. Hence, qm = 2, s = 2,

and/7fc = 3.

Returning to I (a)(i) and (a)(ii), let us determine whether groups with r*(H) = 2

actually occur.

Let 0m = 2, pk = 3, and 5 = 3. Then |A|=23-3, |AX|=313, and there exist

23• 3-13 2-points. Further, Kx= 1 and K2= 1 so that | A| | 3, for v a 2-point, from

Lemma 9.9. Therefore, r$(H)=l, and r*(H) = 2. Moreover, r*(H) = 2 if \HT\ = %

and |At| = 3-13, or if |A| =24 and \HX\ = 13.

Next, let 0m = 2, pk = 3, and 5 = 2, so H=GL2(3) 0 GF2(3), \H\ =242, and F has

24 2-points. Since HT and Hx are GF2(3), then (HT)T = (HX)~1, so there exists a

2-point e with | A| =24. Thus r$(H)= 1, and r*(H) = 2. Now let //be a subgroup

of GL2(3) 0 GF2(3). In order for r*(H) = 2, r*(HT) = r*(Hx)=\ (so \HT\ =24, 12,

8, or 4 and if | Ar I =4 then HT^SL2(4)); moreover, if B is maximal subgroup of

A such that BT<=HX, then |A| |Ar|/|F|=24. These conditions are satisfied for

| A I, | A | the following pairs: (4, 24), (8, 24), (12, 24), (24, 24) and (8, 12).

Finally, from Case I, there are no further groups for which r *(H) = 2.

To complete part 2 of Proposition 9.10, it is sufficient to show that no group H

has r*(H) = 3 ifqm = 2, 5=4, and pk = 3 (I(a)(ii)(y)), or if qm = 2, 5 = 3, and pk = 5

(I(a)(ii)(j8)).

Let0m = 2,5 = 4,and/7fc = 3.Then|Al=24,and|Aï| = 25-5,and Fhas24-3-5-13

2-points. Then \KX\ = 1 and 5 | |F2|, so | A| | 25, for v a 2-point. If r$(H) = 2 with
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orbit lengths 23-3-5a and, 23-3-5¿?, then a + ¿? = 26 where a and b divide 25. This

is impossible, so r*(H)^4.

Letqm = 2, 5=3, and/?* = 5. Then \HT\=24, \Hx\=3-3l, and F has 23 3-5-31

2-points. Hence \HV\ \ 3, for v a 2-point; and rf (ZZ) = 2 implies there exist a and b

such that a+b = 5, a\3 and ¿?|3. This is impossible, so r*(H)^4.

Finally, let qm = 2, 5=5, and pk = 3. Then |ZZr|=24, |ZZX| = 5112, and F has

24-3-5-112 2-points. Then |ZZ„| | 5 for v a 2-point; but the mapping x-^-x3 does

not fix a two-dimensional space of X point-wise (mod GF(3)), so |ZZ„| #5. Hence

i-f(ZZ) = 2, and r*(H) = 3.
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